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Constructive-deductive method for plane Euclidean geometry
is proposed and formalized within Coq Proof Assistant. This
method includes both postulates that describe elementary con-
structions by idealized geometric tools (pencil, straightedge and
compass), and axioms that describes properties of basic geometric
figures (points, lines, circles and triangles). The proposed system
of postulates and axioms can be considered as a constructive ver-
sion of the Hilbert’s formalization of plane Euclidean geometry.

0. Introduction

0.1. Logic of Euclid

constructive method

Postulate — prescribes how to construct an
elementary object with the required properties.

Problem — is a specification that formalizes
required properties for the object to be constructed.

Construction — is a method of acting (using set of
tools) by which problems are solved from postulates.

Solution — is a sufficient evidence for the
decidability of a problem.

Euclidean geometry [1] studies not only the properties of ge-
ometric figures, but also the rules of their construction. Propo-
sitions, that we encounter in Euclid’s Elements, can be divided
onto two types: problems and theorems.

To solve a problem one needs to find a sequence of elementary
actions (postulates) that leads to the construction of a figure with
the required properties. Once the construction algorithm is found,
it gives us a solution to the problem. The set of allowed elemen-
tary actions is completely determined by chosen geometric tools
(a pencil, a straightedge and a compass) and provides us with the
instructions on how to handle these instruments.

Pencil helps us to draw some points on a plane. Straightedge
helps us to draw a straight lines passing through two distinct
points. Compass helps us to construct a circle through a given
point and the center of the circle.

deductive method

Axiom — asserts some inherent property of an
elementary objects.

Theorem — is a proposition that formalizes some
derived properties of already constructed objects.

Deduction — is a method of reasoning (using set of
rules) by which theorems are proved from axioms.

Proof — is a sufficient evidence for the truth of a
theorem.

To prove a theorem one needs to find a sequence of elementary
inferences (axioms) that leads to the deduction of a certain prop-
erty in the given figure. Once the deductive inference is found, it
gives us a proof to the theorem. The set of allowed elementary
inferences describes some basic properties of figures (points, lines,
circles and triangles) that were constructed using the geometric
tools that we have chosen.

Besides axioms we also need some rules of logic (e.g. Modus
Ponens) to prove our theorems. Nevertheless, it is the axioms,
not the rules of logic, that fill our theory with geometric meaning.

A distinctive feature of Euclid’s logic, is that it is not purely
deductive [2, 3, 4]. Postulates and problems represent an impor-
tant constructive part of Euclid’s logic which cannot be completely
separated from the deductive one. Indeed, proofs of Euclid’s the-
orems often require auxiliary constructions, while problem solu-
tions often require intermediate proofs to ensure applicability of
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postulates or previously solved problems. So, the inherent logic
of Euclid’s Elements can be considered as constructive-deductive.

Later interpreters of Euclid, however, sought to reduce all his
problems into existential theorems. In other words, they treated
all objects of the theory as idealized and pre-existing and con-
sidered every problem not as instruction on how to construct the
object with the required properties, but simply as propositional
proof of object’s existence.

This forced reduction of constructive-deductive logic of Euclid
to purely propositional logic was not without its difficulties. In-
deed, in the logic of Euclid, every object under consideration must
first be constructed. While in purely propositional logic the mere
existence of an object with the required properties can be proved
indirectly. One first assumes that such an object does not ex-
ist, and then prove that this assumption leads to a contradiction.
Such an indirect proof by contradiction relies upon so-called "the
law of excluded middle" first formulated by Aristotle. This law
states that either an assertion or its negation must be true.

Intuitionistic logic [5, 6, 7] was proposed prohibiting all indi-
rect proofs of existence. The main idea of the method was to
reduce further not only the constructive-deductive logic of Euclid,
but also the classical propositional logic. Namely, intuitionists
suggested to exclude "the law of excluded middle" from the infer-
ence rules of propositional logic. As a results, from the existential
proofs of the intuitionistic logic one can reproduce original Eu-
clid’s constructions and vice versa.

Despite of the apparent success, this reduction of classical logic
cannot be considered satisfactory. Indeed, let us recall that Euclid
builds his theory using a limited set of geometric instruments — a
pencil, a straightedge and a compass. This means, that translating
postulates and problems into existential axioms and theorems,
and then limiting ourselves by the rules of intuitionistic logic, we
shall be able to prove existence of only those geometric figures
that can be constructed with this limited set of geometric tools.
However, it is well known that not all geometric figures can be
constructed by these simple tools. For example, it is impossible
to do a trisection of an angle. Obviously, this does not mean
that the rays that divide an angle onto three equal parts do not
exist. To get around this new difficulty, intuitionists would have
to change the original Euclidean postulates, thereby introducing
some idealized tools that would give us the ability to construct
more complex geometric figures.

0.2. Hilbert’s system of axioms

The standards of mathematical rigor have changed dramatically
since Euclid wrote his Elements. Subsequently, many mathemati-
cians added missing but implicitly used statements to the original
list of Euclid’s postulates and axioms. The culmination of this
development was a small book by german mathematician David
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Hilbert entitled Foundations of geometry [8]. Although the overall
approach of Hilbert is fairly close in spirit to that of Euclid, yet
in some respects it deviates substantially from it. Let us discuss
these differences.

First of all, we have to note that Hilbert does not adhere to
the constructive-deductive logic of Euclid. In fact, Hilbert was
one of the main proponents of the existential approach and hence
reduced all the postulates and problems of Euclid’s Elements to
purely existential statements within classical logic.

Another striking feature of the Hilbert’s axioms is the complete
absence of circles. Instead of Euclid’s tools (pencil, straightedge
and compass), Hilbert introduces some imaginary instruments for
existential transfer of both segments and angles. Surprisingly,
those same authors who criticized Euclid for his method of su-
perposition (which is nothing more than an imaginary tool for
existential transfer of triangles) seem to accept Hilbert’s tool for
similar angle transfer without any questions.

Since without compass it is not possible to reproduce many
propositions from Euclid’s Elements, Hilbert followers [9, 10] have
to introduce some additional "principles": such as line-circle in-
tersection and circle-circle intersection. These "principles" are
nothing but additional postulates that describe simple construc-
tions by straightedge and compass. However, those authors do
not add these "principles" to the list of Hilbert’s axioms. Instead,
they treat them as being derived from the Hilbert continuity ax-
iom. Needless to say, that if such a derivation is actually provided
by those authors, it goes far beyond Euclid’s original approach.

As for the Hilbert’s treatment of angles, it cannot be considered
completely satisfactory either. The thing is that, Hilbert defines
only interior angles (greater than null angle and less than straight
angle). As a result of this truncated definition, it is impossible
to universally define the addition of two arbitrary interior angles.
Indeed, the sum of the two interior angles in Hilbert’s theory is
defined only iff the resulting angle is also interior. Thus, the
addition of angles in Hilbert’s theory does not form a group.

In the last edition of his book, to define area of an arbitrary
polygon Hilbert introduces the idea of triangle orientation. How-
ever, Hilbert did not provide the reader with any clear definition
of the triangle orientation and has not studied the properties of
the concept within his system of axioms.

Hilbert introduces a number of separate congruence axioms for
segments and angles. In Euclid’s approach, on the contrary, the
lengths of segments , angular measures and areas were all con-
sidered as quantities that obey the same axioms: "two quantities
equal to the third are equal to each other", etc. In other words,
for Euclid, "quantities" are more general concepts than segments
and angles themselves. As such, Euclid considers "quantities" as
classes o congruence.
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0.3. Motivation and results

In this paper, we return to Euclid’s original constructive-deductive
logic. This means that we are going to use classical logic for propo-
sitions and intuitionistic logic for constructions. In other words,
we shall clearly distinguish between existential statements and real
constructions. The same applies to disjunction. We shall consider
both propositional disjunctions which is a logical assertion that
one of the two alternatives is true without specifying which one,
and constructive disjunction, which is a practical algorithm that
for every configuration of objects decides which one of the two
alternatives actually takes place.

We will show that the Calculus of Constructions (CoC), as it
was implemented in the Coq Proof Assistant, suits ideally for the
constructive-deductive logic of Euclid. In the CoC we have two
sorts: Prop and Set. The first one is inhabited by propositions
and their proofs, while the second by constructed objects and
their specifications (required properties). Without contradiction
we may accept classical logic for proofs in the Prop sort, and at the
same time limit ourselves to intuitionistic logic for constructions
in the Set sort. As a result, our constructions will be limited
to only those that can be performed with our simple tools — a
pencil, a straightedge and a compass, while we shall be able to
prove propositional existence of more complex geometric figures.

We abandon Hilbert’s axioms for existential segment and angle
transfer (III1 and III4) and replace them by simple versions of
line-circle and circle-circle intersection postulates (Postulate 10
and 12 below). Detailed comparison of Hilbert’s and proposed
constructive systems of axioms is given at the end of the paper.

Constructive-deductive logic of Euclid also gives us the oppor-
tunity to formalize Euclid’s "method of superposition". To prove
triangle congruence theorems, Euclid conjectured that every tri-
angle could be moved and placed over another triangle so that
their respective sides and angles could be compared. In this inter-
pretation, the method of superposition seems to be quite a strong
postulate, which makes it possible to move, rotate and flip trian-
gles on the plane. That is why it is not very popular nowadays,
and it was questioned even in the times of Euclid. In our interpre-
tation the method of superposition turns into an axiom about the
existence of an equal triangle anywhere on the plane. The actual
construction of equal triangle can be done later only with the help
of pencil, straightedge and compass.

We define angles as a pairs of rays originating from the same
point and prove that addition of angles can be defined uniformly
for all angles (modulo the full angle). Then we define the ori-
entation of angles on the plane and use this concept to define a
subclass of convex angles, thus returning to the Hilbert’s defini-
tion of angle. As a results, all Hilbert axioms can be derived form
our formalization of Euclid’s constructive-deductive method.

We replaced separate congruence axioms for segments and an-
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gles by the classes of congruences and consider the classes as def-
initions of Euclid’s quantities, that is segment lengths and angle
measures. Such an approach simplifies our formalization of Eu-
clid’s constructive-deductive method in the Coq Proof Assistant.

All our development has been formalized in the Coq Proof As-
sistant [11] and we demonstrate that from our set of axioms and
postulates it is possible to reproduce all the Von Plato (for con-
structive incidence geometry) and Hilbert axioms exactly in the
form proposed in the respectively formalizations by Gilles Kahn
[12] and Julien Narboux et al [13].

1. Points

1.1. Conceptualization of point

The simplest geometric figures on the plane are points. Euclid de-
scribed point as such a figure that can not be divided into parts.
In other words, according to the ancient geometers, a point on the
plane has no dimensions: neither length nor width. In fact, when
we draw an ordinary pencil point on a sheet of paper, the resulting
graphite spot always has some finite size. To more accurately de-
termine the position of a point, we can sharpen a pencil and draw
a smaller graphite spot. If this is not enough, we can arm our-
selves with thin needles and microscopes. The graphite spots will
become smaller and smaller, they will represent the point more
and more accurately, but they will all have some finite size. Thus,
the idea of the ancient Greeks about the point as an elementary
indivisible object implies that this process of successively dividing
a graphite spot into smaller parts can continue indefinitely. The
ideal point itself is thought of as the ultimate result of this infinite
process.

Figure 1: Successive approximations of a point on a
plane.

Of course, this description of the process of infinitely increasing
the observed scale and the successive refinement of the position
of a point is not mathematically rigorous. In the end, we have
not defined what the "spot size" and "scale" are. Any attempt to
give these concepts clear definitions inevitably returns us to the
concept of a point and to the idea of the distance between two
points.

A B C . . . : Point

I the symbols A, B, C, . . . denote points

A = B

I points A and B coincide with each other

A 6= B

I points A and B are distinct from each other

To break the vicious circle of definitions, we have to consider
the notion of a point as undefined. Points are usually denoted by
uppercase Latin letters: A, B, C, . . . These symbols are understood
as a kind of labels of real objects. Two distinct points cannot
have the same label. At the same time, two different labels may
indicate either two distinct points, or one and the same point. In
the latter case, it is said that the points denoted by these different
labels coincide with each other. The assertions of coincidence or,
conversely, the distinction of points are logical propositions and
can be true or false depending on the actual location of points
on the plane. The coincidence of objects will be denoted by the
equality sign"=".
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1.2. Drawing a point on the plane

∃A : Point

I there exists a point A on the plane

We assume that some point on the plane exist. This statement
is, however, somewhat speculative. Having made such an asser-
tion, we have not presented any real figure on the plane. We call
such weak assertions existential propositions. At the same time,
we also assume that we have at our disposal an ideal tool — a
pencil, which allows us in certain situations to draw on the plane
real points with the required properties. Following the ancient
Greeks, we call elementary constructions using such ideal tools as
postulates. The postulates can also be understood as a kind of
commands for constructing some simple figures with the required
properties.

So, our first postulate states that with the help of an ideal
pencil one can draw at least one point on the plane.

Postulate 1.{A : Point | >}
I draw an arbitrary point A on the plane

Draw an arbitrary point on the plane.

Here we have to comment on the notation that we use. First of
all, in this paper we do not use the set-theoretic notation. Thus,
curly brackets in our case do not denote the set of all figures
with the required property. Instead, we take here the notation
of Coq, where the same curly brackets with a vertical line in the
middle are understood as simply a pair of two elements. The first
element of the pair is the constructed geometric figure itself, while
the second element is the required property that the constructed
figure should have. Since in our first postulate we do not assume
that the constructed point has any intrinsic default properties, we
simply write the identically true proposition (>) as the second
element of the pair.

1.3. Drawing a distinct point on the plane

� �

Figure 2: Successive approximations of two distinct
points on a plane

In practice, however, there is a fundamental difference between the
statements about coincidence and distinction between two points.
Indeed, let us again represent our points in the form of infinite se-
quences of ever decreasing graphite spots embedded in each other.
It is easy to see that if, on some scale, the graphite spots that rep-
resent our two points were distinct and did not touch each other,
they would also be distinct at all larger scales (Fig. 2). Thus, in
order to empirically verify the statement that the two given points
are distinct, we only need to perform a finite number of steps to
increase the scale.

However, is impossible to verify empirically the fact of coinci-
dence of two arbitrary points. Indeed, in this case we need to make
sure that the graphite spots that represent our points overlap or
at least touch each other on all larger scales (Fig. 3). Obviously,
even if we were not able to distinguish from each other two ar-
bitrary points with the strongest available microscope, this does
not mean that our points really coincide. In the end, in the future
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we may find an even more powerful microscope, which could allow
us to notice the distinction between these points on some larger
scale.

� �

Figure 3: Successive approximations of two coinciding
points on the plane

Thus, two arbitrary points are distinct if on some finite scale
the graphite spots representing them are clearly distinct and do
not touch each other. On the contrary, these two points coincide if
the graphite spots representing them overlap or touch each other
on all scales.

Whatever the point on the plane, with a pencil, we can al-
ways draw another point, clearly distinct from the given one. The
following postulate reflects this our ability.

Postulate 2. ∀A : Point,

{B : Point | A 6= B}
I draw point B on the plane that is

distinct from the point A

Given an arbitrary point on the plane. Draw an-
other point distinct from the given one.

Here we again use the standard Coq’s notations which should not
be confused with set-theoretic ones. This postulate states that
given a point on the plane, we can always construct and present
a pair objects represented by curly brackets. The first element
of this pair is a newly constructed point, and its second element
provides an additional "certificate" that confirms that this new
point is distinct from the given one. In other words, curly brackets
in this notation represent a pair — a point B and a certificate that
this points is distinct form the previously constructed point A.

1.4. How to decide whether points on the plane are distinct?

Let us recall one of the classical laws of logic — the law of excluded
middle, — which, as applied to the notion of coincidence of points,
can be reformulated as follows:

∀A B : Point,

A = B ∨ A 6= B

The law of excluded middle. Two arbitrary points either co-
incide with each other or are distinct from each other.

This law, of course, gives us a logically true statement, which we
can use in our further reasoning. But how to put it into practice?
If we are given a sheet of paper on which two arbitrary points
A and B are drawn, can we at any position of these points on
the plane unambiguously decide whether they are distinct from
each other or do they coincide with each other? Of course, we
will immediately see the difference if these two points are signifi-
cantly distant from each other. If they are close to each other, but
still distinct, we can empirically verify this fact, although perhaps
we will need to arm ourselves with a magnifying glass or a suffi-
ciently powerful microscope. The problem, however, arises when
the points A and B actually coincide with each other, but we do
not know about it in advance. In this case, trying to discern the
distinction between the points, we will use more and more pow-
erful microscopes, but we will never be completely sure that we
can reliably prove the fact that these two points coincide with
each other. In the end, there will always be an opportunity to
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see the distinction between these two points with an even more
powerful microscope. In other words, with a certain arrangement
of points on the plane and with only a finite set of microscopes,
we may not have the practical opportunity to decide which of the
two alternatives in the law of the excluded middle is actually true.

This circumstance was noted by Arend Heiting, who proposed
another statement, which in practice replaces the law of excluded
middle. To formulate it, let us again draw two distinct points A
and B on the plane. Then, let us also take an arbitrary third point
C. This point cannot simultaneously coincide with both distinct
points A and B. Therefore, it must be distinct from at least one
of them.� �

�

Figure 4: Three points on the plane. The point C is
distinct from both the point A and the point B.

In other words, since the points A and B are distinct, we can
choose such a scale at which the graphite spots representing these
points are not in contact with each other. Even if on this scale the
point C overlaps or touches both the points A and B, as shown in
the figure 4, then on the next, larger scale, we can certainly discern
the distinction between the point C and at least one of the two
distinct points A and B. Thus, we come to the next postulate.

Postulate 3 (Arend Heyting).∀A B C : Point,

A 6= B→ {A 6= C}+{C 6= B}
I decide if the point C is distinct

from the point A or from the point B

Given two distinct points A and
B and an arbitrary point C. Decide whether the point C is distinct
from the point A or from the point B.

Here, again, we use standard Coq’s notations where two curly
brackets joined by plus symbol denote strong constructive dis-
junction, that is, a practical algorithm that allows us to decide
which of the two alternatives is true at any particular position of
points and lines on the plane.

We see that this postulate is significantly different from pre-
vious ones. At first glance, it is even unclear what kind of ideal
tool it describes, because as a result of its use no new objects
appear on the plane. The answer is simple. The Hayting’s postu-
late does not describe properties of any construction tool (pencil,
straightedge or compass), but the observation tool, that is, the
"eye" of a person, possibly armed with a magnifying glass or mi-
croscope. The result of the application of this postulate is not
the construction of some new figure on the plane, but the clas-
sification of previously constructed figures and the extraction of
an additional evidence that these figures possess one or another
property. In other words, this postulate allows us to empirically
extract an additional "certificate" of distinction of the third point
from one of the first two.

1.5. Propositions and algorithms

Let us summarize our discussion of Euclid’s constructive-
deductive logic in the following table, where we contrast weak
logical propositions about the speculative existence of some ob-
jects with strong algorithms for their construction. Constructing
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a figure on a plane always entails the truth of a purely logical
proposition about the existence of this figure, but the reverse is
not true. Even if we have proven the truth of the statement about
the existence of a figure with a given property, we, nevertheless,
may not have an algorithm for constructing it using our limited
set of geometric tools.

DEDUCTIVE METHOD CONSTRUCTIVE METHOD

Existential proposition. Given figure A with prop-
erty PA. There exists figure B with the property QB.

Construction algorithm. Given figure A with prop-
erty PA. Draw figure B with the property QB.

A
∀A : Figure, PA → ∃B : Figure,QB

P
∀A : Figure, PA → {B : Figure | QB}

Disjunctive proposition. If figure A has property
PA, then it also has either property LA or property RA.

Decision algorithm. Given figure A with property
PA. Decide which alternative is true LA or RA.

A
∀A : Figure, PA → LA ∨RA

P
∀A : Figure, PA → {LA}+{RA}

Table 1: Existential and disjunctive propositions vs
construction and decision algorithms.

In the same way, we contrast weak logical disjunctive propo-
sitions with stronger decision algorithms, which in practice can
distinguish one arrangement of figures on a plane from another.
The ability in practice to decide which of the two classes to assign
a particular arrangement of figures on a plane entails the truth
of corresponding logical disjunction, but the reverse is not true.
The truth of disjunctive proposition does not give us a practical
algorithm for the classification of figures on the plane.

2. Lines

2.1. Conceptualization of line

a b c . . . : Line

I the symbols a, b, c, . . . denote straight lines

a = b

I the lines a and b coincide with each other

a 6= b

I the lines a and b are distinct from each other

The ancient Greeks described a straight line as such a geometric
figure, that has a length, but has no width. Nowadays, we can
no longer be satisfied with such a description, since the concepts
of length and width used in it themselves need to be defined.
Therefore, we consider the concept of a straight line, like that of
a point, as undefined. The rules for constructing straight lines
will be set by postulates, and their properties will be disclosed
through axioms.

We shall denote straight lines by lowercase Latin letters:
a, b, c, . . . As in the case of points, two different names can in-
dicate both different straight lines and the same straight line. In
the latter case, it is said that the straight lines pointed to by these
different names coincide with each other. Propositions of coinci-
dence or, conversely, distinction of two straight lines can be true
or false, depending on their actual location on the plane.
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2.2. Incidence relation

(A B . . . : Point)(x y . . . : Line),

(A B . . . ∈ x) ≡ A ∈ x ∧ B ∈ x ∧ . . .

I points A, B, . . . lie on the line x

(A ∈ x y . . .) ≡ A ∈ x ∧ A ∈ y ∧ . . .

I the lines x, y, . . . pass through point A

The main undefined relation, that determines the relative po-
sition of points and straight lines on the plane, is the relation of
incidence. Recall that in real life, when plotting drawings on a
sheet of paper, both points and lines are displayed only as graphite
spots (Fig. 5). It is easy to see that if at some scale the spots that
represent a point and a straight line do not intersect and do not
touch each other, then they will be distinguishable on all larger
scales. In this case, we say that the point is apart from the line. It
is impossible to confirm empirically the fact that a point belongs
to a straight line, because for this we would have to make sure
that the graphite spots that represent this point and this straight
line overlap or touch each other on all scales.�

�

Figure 5: The point A does not belong to the line x.

Note that expressions often used in geometry: "a point lies on
a line", "a point belongs to a line", "a line passes through a point"
— all of them are equivalent to the proposition "a point is incident
to a straight line".

2.3. Drawing distinct points on a line and a point apart it

We have already seen that a straight line is a geometric figure,
which consists not of one, but of many points. Later we shall
prove that on a line one can draw an infinite number of points.
The basis of all these future constructions will be the following
two postulates.

Postulate 4.∀ x : Line,

{A : Point | A ∈ x}
Given an arbitrary straight line. Draw a point on

the line.

Postulate 5.∀ (A : Point)(x : Line),

A ∈ x → {B : Point | A 6= B ∧ B ∈ x}
Given an arbitrary straight line and a point on it.

Draw another point on this line distinct from the given one.

We also know that no straight line can coincide with the entire
plane. In other words, whatever the line, there are points on the
plane that do not belong to it. The following postulate allows us
to draw one of these points.

Postulate 6.∀ x : Line,

{A : Point | A /∈ x}
Given an arbitrary line. Draw a point that does

not lie on this line.

So, no matter what the line is, you can draw at least two dis-
tinct points that are incident to this line, and one point apart
from it.

2.4. Drawing a straight line through two distinct points

With the help of Postulates 1 and 2, we can draw on the plane
two distinct points. From our everyday experience, we know that
through the points, using a pencil and a straightedge, we can draw
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a straight line. We formulate this our ability in the form of the
next postulate.

Postulate 7 (Point-Point extension). ∀A B : Point,

A 6= B→ {x : Line | A B ∈ x}
Given two distinct points

on the plane. Draw a straight line through both these points.

It is interesting to note that this postulate gives us the only
way to draw a straight line on the plane — to draw it through
two distinct points. Therefore, we may assume that the Postulates
4 and 5 do not actually draw any new points on the line, but only
restore those points through which the straight line was originally
drawn.

As we have said, the postulates describe some elementary con-
structions that we can perform on the plane with the help of our
ideal tools. Applying the postulates one after another one, we can
draw on the plane new, more complex figures with the required
properties. Before applying each postulate, we must make sure
that all the necessary prerequisites for its applicability are ful-
filled. With the help of the already introduced postulates, we can
solve our first simple problems.

Problem 1. ∀A : Point,

{x : Line | A ∈ x}
Given an arbitrary point. Draw a line through this

point.

� � {A : Point | >} Given

1) {B : Point | A 6= B} P2

2) {x : Line | A B ∈ x} P7

{x : Line | A ∈ x}

Given an arbitrary point A.
1) Draw a point B distinct from the given point A (Postulate 2).
2) Draw a line x through distinct points A and B (Postulate 7).
Finally, we can erase the auxiliary point B and leave on the plane only
the required line x that passes through the given point A.

On the margins we briefly outline the solution to the problem,
i.e. our construction. There, for brevity, we refer to Postulates,
denoting them by the symbols Pn, where n is the number of the
corresponding Postulate. The solutions of the previously solved
problems are denoted by Sm, where m is the number of the cor-
responding problem. So, if we ever need to draw a line passing
through a given point, we may not repeat all the previous con-
struction steps and arguments, and immediately address the so-
lution of the Problem 1.

Problem 2. {x : Line | >}Draw an arbitrary straight line on the plane.

� � Given

1) {A : Point | >} P1

2) {x : Line | A ∈ x} S1

{x : Line | >}

Given empty plane.
1) Draw an arbitrary point A (Postulate 1).
2) Draw a line x passing through the point A (Problem 1).
Finally, we can erase the auxiliary point A and leave on the plane only
the required line x.

2.5. Uniqueness of the straight line through two distinct
points

Let us draw on the plane two distinct points A and B (Postulates
1 and 2) and draw a line x through these points (Postulates 7).
Consider on the plane some straight line y, distinct from the just
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constructed line x (see Fig. 6). We know from everyday experience
that one can draw only one line through two distinct points. This
means that the points A and B cannot simultaneously belong to
the line y. Indeed, in this case, two distinct lines x and y would
pass through two distinct points A and B. In other words, one
of these points or both of them cannot not lie on the line y. The
following postulate states that for any arrangement of points and
lines on a plane we can always decide which of these two points,
A or B, obviously does not belong to y.

�

�
�

�

Figure 6: Two distinct lines x and y intersect at two
distinct points A and B.

The following postulate was proposed by Jan von Plato and is
similar to Heyting’s postulate in the sense that it describes the
observer’s ability to distinguish between two possible positions of
points and lines on the plane.

Postulate 8 (Jan Von Plato).∀ (A B : Point)(x y : Line),

A 6= B→ (A B ∈ x)→ x 6= y→ {A /∈ y}+{B /∈ y}
Given two distinct lines, on one

of which two distinct points are marked. Decide which of these
two points does not belong the other line.

This postulate directly implies that only one straight line can be
drawn through two distinct points, and two distinct straight lines
can have only one point in common.

Theorem 1. a)∀ (A B : Point)(x y : Line),

A 6= B→ (A B ∈ x y)→ x = y

If two lines go through two distinct points, these
lines coincide.
b)x 6= y→ (A B ∈ x y)→ A = B If two distinct lines have two common points, these points co-
incide.

/ Hilbert, Chapter 1 : Theorem 1

Problem 3.∀A : Point,

{x : Line | A /∈ x}
Given an arbitrary point. Draw a line that does not

pass through this point.

�� {A : Point | >} Given

1) {B : Point | A 6= B} P2

2) {y : Line | A B ∈ y} P7

3) {C : Point |C /∈ y} P6

5) {x : Line | B C ∈ x} P7

{x : Line | A /∈ x}

Let us be given some point A. Then:
1) Draw a point B distinct from the point A (Postulate 2).
2) Draw a line y through distinct points A and B (Postulate 7).
3) Draw a point C not lying on the line y (Postulate 6).
4) The points B and C are distinct, since line y passes through B and

does not pass through C.
5) Draw a line x through distinct points B and C (Postulate 7).
6) The lines x and y are distinct, since the the point C lies on x and

does not lie on the y.
7) Point A does not lie on line x. Otherwise, through two distinct

points, A and B, would pass two distinct lines, x and y, which is
impossible (Theorem 1).

So, we have built a line x, which does not pass through a given point
A.�

�

�

�

�

Figure 7: Construction of a line x not passing through
this point A.

We see that the solution to this problem consists of successive
steps of two types. On the steps of the first type, we, as before, are
constructing new geometric figures on the plane with the help of
postulates and problems that we have solved earlier. We summa-
rize these construction steps on the margins. In fact, they define
a program for constructing a figure with the required property
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that can be performed by any graphic robot. In this example, the
construction steps are steps 1-3) and 5).

On the remaining steps, we prove prerequisite conditions that
define the applicability of the postulates and previously solved
problems. For example, to draw a line through two points on step
5), we must first ensure that these two points are distinct on step
4). In the last steps 6-7) we prove that the final figure does have
the required property. Namely, we prove that the line that we
have finally constructed does not pass through the initially given
point.

2.6. Drawing a points of intersection of two straight lines

If two straight lines are distinct and somewhere on the plane there
exists a point belonging to both of these lines, then we will say
that these two lines intersect.

Definition 1. x y : Line,

x ∦ y ≡ x 6= y ∧ ∃A : Point, A ∈ x y

I the lines x and y intersect each other

It is said that two distinct lines intersect iff both
of them pass through the same point of the plane.

Theorem 1 ensures that the common point of the two intersecting
lines is unique. The following postulate gives us the possibility to
draw this point.

Postulate 9 (Line-Line intersection). ∀ x y : Line,

x ∦ y→ {A : Point | A ∈ x y}
Given two intersecting

lines. Draw the point of their intersection.

This postulate says that if the intersection point of two lines exists,
then it can be constructed.

This postulate may cause some difficulties. Probably the best
way to understand this is to consider a model in which the points
are represented by their coordinates, and the lines by the cor-
responding linear equations. In this model, the statement that
the two given lines intersect is translated into the statement that
the difference between the slope coefficients of these two lines is
nonzero. If we take the decimal expansion of this difference, then
we can perform a linear search that is guaranteed to find the
nonzero digit in the expansion and terminate. Having the leading
digits of the expansion, we are able to calculate the coordinates
of the intersection point.

Problem 4. ∀ (A : Point)(x : Line),

A ∈ x → {y : Line | x ∦ y ∧ A ∈ y}
Given an arbitrary point and straight line passing

through it. Draw another straight line, distinct from the given one
and passing through the same point.

� � {(A : Point)(x : Line) | A ∈ x} Given

1) {B : Point |B /∈ x} P6

3) {y : Line |A B ∈ y} P7

{y : Line | x 6= y ∧ A ∈ x y}

Let us be given a point A and a line x passing through it.
1) Draw a point B, that does not lie on x (Postulate 6).
2) Points A and B are distinct, since A lies on x, and B does not.
3) Draw a line y through distinct points A and B (Postulate 7).
4) Lines x and y are distinct, since B lies on y and does not lie on x.
So, we have constructed a line y, which is distinct from the line x and
passes through a given point A on this line. The Definition 1 also
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implies that lines x and y intersect with each other.

Problem 5.∀ x : Line,

{y : Line | x ∦ y}
Given an arbitrary straight line. Draw another line

that intersect it.

�� {x : Line | >} Given

1) {A : Point | A ∈ x} P4

2) {y : Line | x ∦ y ∧ A ∈ y} S4

{y : Line | x ∦ y}

Let us be given some straight line x.
1) Draw a point A, lying on the line x (Postulate 4).
2) Draw a line y, distinct from line x and passing through the point A

(Problem 4).
Finally, we can erase the auxiliary point A and leave on the plane only
the required line y, which intersects with the given line x.

Problem 6.∀ (A B : Point)(x y : Line),

A 6= B→ (A ∈ x y)→ x ∦ y→ {B /∈ x}+{B /∈ y}
Given two distinct points, through one of which pass

two distinct lines. Decide which of these two lines does not pass
through another point.

�� {A B x y |A 6= B ∧ A ∈ x y ∧ x 6= y} Given

1) {z : Line | A B ∈ z} P7

2) {C : Point |C ∈ x ∧ A 6= C} P5

3) {D : Point |D ∈ y ∧ A 6= D} P5

5) {t : Line |C D ∈ t} P7

8) {C /∈ z}+{D /∈ z} P8

a) C /∈ z→ B /∈ x

b) D /∈ z→ B /∈ y

{B /∈ x}+{B /∈ y}

Let us be given two distinct points A and B and two distinct lines
x and y passing through A.
1) Draw a line z through distinct points A and B (Postulate 7).
2) Draw a point C on the line x, distinct from A (Postulate 5).
3) Draw a point D on the line y, distinct from A (Postulate 5).
4) The points C and D are distinct, since otherwise the lines x and y

would coincide. (Theorem 1).
5) Draw a line t through distinct points C and D (Postulate 7).
6) The point A does not lie on the line t, because otherwise the lines

x and y would coincide (Theorem 1).
7) The lines z and t are distinct, since the line z passes through the

point A, and the line y does not (Theorem 1).
8) Decide which of these two points, C or D, does not belong to the

line z (Postulate 8).
a) If the point C does not lie on the line z, then the point B cannot

lie on the line x.
b) If the point D does not lie on the line z, then the point B cannot

lie on the line y.
So, we have decided which of the two lines, x or y, does not pass through
the second point B.

2.7. Collinearity of points

Based on the notion of incidence of points and lines, we can in-
troduce a new notion of collinearity of points, which we define as
follows:

Definition 2.A B C . . . : Point,

[ABC . . . ] ≡ ∃ x : Line, A B C . . . ∈ x

I points A, B, C, . . . lie on the same line

Points are called collinear iff they all lie on one
straight line.

Note that according to this definition, the collinearity property
of points does not depend on the order in which the points are
written.

This definition states that a straight line passing through
collinear points exists. This, however, does not mean that such a
straight line can be constructed. We shall illustrate this idea on
the following example.

Theorem 2.∀A B : Point,

[AB ]

Whatever the two points, there is a straight line
passing through the points.
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� According to the law of excluded middle, the two points A and B
either coincide or are distinct from each other.
a) In the first case, when A = B, we can draw a straight line through

this only point using construction from the Problem 1.
b) In the second case, when A 6= B, we can draw a line through these

two distinct points with the help of the Postulate 7.

So, we have proved that for any position of two points on the
plane there exists some straight line passing through them. How-
ever, we can not offer any algorithm to draw this line. Indeed,
as we discussed earlier, if we are given two arbitrary points on
a plane, we cannot decide whether they are the same or are dis-
tinct from each other, and therefore a situation may arise when
we do not know which tool to use: the solution of the Problem 1
or the Postulate 7. Thus, even having proved the existence of a
geometrical figure with the required properties, we, nevertheless,
may not have an algorithm for its construction using our toolkit.

At the same time, the mere fact of the existence of a geometric
figure is often enough to analyze its properties. As an example,
consider the following important property of non-collinear points
which follows immediately from the above theorem.

Theorem 3. ∀A B C : Point,

¬[ABC ]→ A 6= B ∧ B 6= C ∧ A 6= C

If three points do not lie on the same line, then
they are all distinct.

This simple example illustrates why we should not easily give
up the law of excluded middle, as intuitionists do. It can still be
very useful for studying the properties of the constructed figures.

2.8. Duality of points and lines in the incidence geometry

Now we are going to show that in the incidence geometry, consist-
ing only of nine postulates introduced so far, there is a subtheory
with a deep internal symmetry. To illustrate this duality, we shall
write down the postulates together with some previously solved
problems in the following Table. 2. Here, each postulate in the
left column of the table corresponds to exactly one postulate or
problem in the right column, in which points and straight lines are
swapped, and the distinction between two points is interchanged
with the intersection relation between two straight lines.

We have placed in the table a slightly weaker version of the
postulate of Jan von Plato. Thus, the duality actually takes place
not for the whole incidence geometry, but only for its certain sub-
theory. However, it is well known that such duality plays a fun-
damental role in the projective geometry.

An attentive reader will notice that there is one problem not
proved up to now. Namely, we have not yet proved Problem 20,
which is the dual analogue of Heyting’s postulate. We will be able
to prove it later, using also our other postulates and axioms.
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Postulate 1. Draw an arbitrary point on the plane. Problem 2. Draw an arbitrary line on the plane.

P1{A : Point | >}
S2{x : Line | >}

Postulate 2. Given an arbitrary point. Draw another
point distinct from the given one.

Problem 5. Given an arbitrary line. Draw another
line that intersect the given one.

P2∀A : Point,

{B : Point | A 6= B}

S5∀ x : Line,

{y : Line | x ∦ y}

Postulate 3. Given two distinct points A and B and
an arbitrary point C. Decide whether the point C is
distinct from the point A or from the point B.

Problem 20. Given two intersecting lines x and y and
an arbitrary third line z. Decide whether the line z in-
tersects the line x or the line y.

P3∀A B C : Point,

A 6= B→ {A 6= C}+{C 6= B}

S20∀ x y z : Line,

x ∦ y→ {x ∦ z}+{z ∦ y}

Postulate 4. Given an arbitrary straight line. Draw a
point on the line.

Problem 1. Given an arbitrary point. Draw a line
through this point.

P4∀ x : Line,

{A : Point | A ∈ x}

S1∀A : Point,

{x : Line | A ∈ x}

Postulate 5. Given an arbitrary straight line and a
point on it. Draw another point on this line distinct
from the given one.

Problem 4. Given an arbitrary point and straight line
passing through it. Draw another straight line, distinct
from the given one and passing through the same point.

P5∀ (A : Point)(x : Line),

A ∈ x → {B : Point | A 6= B ∧ B ∈ x}

S4∀ (A : Point)(x : Line),

A ∈ x → {y : Line | x ∦ y ∧ A ∈ y}

Postulate 6. Given an arbitrary line. Draw a point
that does not lie on this line.

Problem 3. Given an arbitrary point. Draw a line that
does not pass through this point.

P6∀ x : Line,

{A : Point | A /∈ x}

S3∀A : Point,

{x : Line | A /∈ x}

Postulate 7. Given two distinct points on the plane.
Draw a straight line through both these points.

Postulate 9. Given two intersecting lines. Draw the
point of their intersection.

P7∀A B : Point,

A 6= B→ {x : Line | A B ∈ x}

P9∀ x y : Line,

x ∦ y→ {A : Point | A ∈ x y}

Postulate 8*. Given two intersecting lines, on one of
which two distinct points are marked. Decide which of
these two points does not belong the other line.

Problem 6. Given two distinct points, through one of
which pass two distinct lines. Decide which of these two
lines does not pass through another point.

P8∗∀ (A B : Point)(x y : Line),

A 6= B→ (A B ∈ x)→ x ∦ y→ {A /∈ y}+{B /∈ y}

S6∀ (A B : Point)(x y : Line),

A 6= B→ (A ∈ x y)→ x ∦ y→ {B /∈ x}+{B /∈ y}

Table 2: Duality between distinction of points and
intersections of lines.
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3. Circles

3.1. Conceptualization of circle

To draw a circle on the ground, the ancient geometers used a
simple rope and two pointed pegs. They drove one peg into the
ground where the center of the circle was supposed to be, and
tied one end of the rope to it. After that, the rope was pulled
to the point on the ground, through which the circle had to pass,
and exactly at this point, another peg was attached to the second
end of the rope. Then they walked in a circle, slightly pulling the
rope and leaving a mark on the ground with the help of a second
peg. Such a primitive tool for constructing circles was called rope
compass or collapsing compass.

From this description of the process of constructing a circle, we
see that two arbitrary points on the plane define a circle. The first
point is called the center of the circle, and about the second one it
is said that it lies on the circle. Following the ancient Greeks, we
believe that such a compass gives us the only way to draw a circle
on the plane. This, in particular, means that if a circle was drawn
on a plane, then it was drawn by rope compass via two previously
constructed points.

In order to describe the basic properties of the circle, we need
to introduce two new concepts. First of all, we note that any
circle divides all points of the plane onto two classes: those that
"lie inside" this circle, and those that "lie outside" from it. In the
same way, any pair of points on the line allows us to select those
points of this line that "lie between" two given points or those
that "lie outside this segment". In the next section, we formulate
the necessary axioms, that will determine the basic property of
the "betweenness" relation.

Another important property of a circle is the "equidistance" of
all its points from the center of the circle. We shall formalize this
property after we first introduce the concept of a segment formed
by two arbitrary points on the plane and then define its length.

3.2. Betweenness relation

Ancient geometers in their reasoning widely used figurative human
language. Relying only on their drawings, they could come to the
conclusion that "these two points always lie on opposite sides of
a given straight line" or that "the constructed point is inside this
triangle", or that "one segment is shorter than the others", etc.
In other words, they took some of the "obvious" truths directly
from the drawings. Similarly, on the basis of diagrams and vi-
sual representations only, all the main geometric figures, such as
the "segment", "half-plane" or "circle", were defined, and their
simplest properties were formulated.

Figure 8: Point B lies between points A and C.

Moritz Pasch have showed that as the main concept, that de-
scribes the mutual arrangement of points and straight lines on a
plane, we can choose only one relationship "to lie between" and
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use it to replace all intuitive arguments of ancient geometers with
strict definitions, axioms and proofs.

A B C : Point,

[A 8 B 8 C ]

I the point B lies between the points A and C

I points A and C lie on the opposite half-lines

from the point B

Thus, the "betweenness" relation is undefined. This means that
we must reveal the meaning of this relation through postulates
and axioms. First of all, we note that whenever we say that one
point lies between the other two, we mean that all three points in
question are distinct and lie on one straight line. We also mean
that the concept of "lying between" is symmetrical. Thus, we
come to our first Axiom.

Axiom 1. Given three points on the plane A, B and C. If the
point B lies between the points A and C, then:∀A B C : Point,

a)[A 8 B 8 C ]→ A 6= C the points A and C are distinct;
b)[A 8 B 8 C ]→ [ABC ] all three points, A, B and C are collinear;
c)[A 8 B 8 C ]→ [C 8 B 8 A ] the point B also lies between the points C and A;
d)[A 8 B 8 C ]→ ¬[B 8 A 8 C ] the point A cannot lie between the points B and C.

A B C D : Point

[A 9 B 8 C ] ≡ [A 8 B 8 C ] ∨ (A = B ∧ B 6= C)

[A 8 B 9 C ] ≡ [A 8 B 8 C ] ∨ (A 6= B ∧ B = C)

[A 9 B 9 C ] ≡ [A 8 B 8 C ] ∨ A = B ∨ B = C

Sometimes it will be more convenient for us to use other be-
tweenness symbols, that we define on margins. In these symbols
we assume that some or all of the three points of the betweenness
relation may coincide with each other. To indicate possible coin-
cidence of points, we shall use white stars, while black stars will
always indicate point’s distinction.

Two arbitrary points A and B define segment AB.P A B : Point,

[A 9 P 9 B ]

I the point P belongs to the segment AB

The points A
and B are called endpoints of the segment. Points lying between
the endpoints of the segment, are called its internal points. A
point is said to belong to a segment iff it either lies between the
endpoints of this segment, or coincides with one of its endpoints.

3.3. Definition of segments and their lengths

s : Segment

s = {A B}
A I first point

B I second point

Another important property of a circle is the "equidistance" of all
its points from the center of the circle. To formalize this property,
we must first introduce the concept of the length of a segment.
This can be approached from two sides.

First, we can consider segments as pairs of points on a plane
and assume, as Hilbert does,s t : Segment

s ≈ t

I segments s and t are congruent

L+(s)

I equivalence class for segment s

s ≈ t ←→ L+(s) = L+(t)

that there is some equivalence (con-
gruence) relation between different segments. This equivalence
relation must be reflexive, symmetric, and transitive. Based on
this equivalence relation, we can define segment lengths as the
corresponding classes of equivalent segments.

Alternativly, we can immediately enter the length of a segment
as the basic undefined notion and assume that there is a mapping
of segments to lengths (L+) and back (L−). In other words,
each segment can be assigned its length, and for each length a
corresponding segment on the plane can be found.L+(s : Segment) : Length

L−(d : Length) : {s : Segment |L+(s) = d}
Such mappings

also define an equivalence relation for segments.
These two approaches are equivalent and we shall use both of

them, however, for different purposes. In our opinion, the first is
better suited for the formalization of new geometric figures on the
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plane with the required properties - circles, rays, flags, etc. While
the second approach is closer in spirit to the original Euclid’s
understanding of quantities — lengths, angle measures and areas.

A B C D : Point,

JABK ≡ L+({A B})
I length of the segment AB

JABK=JCDK

I lengths of segments AB and CD are equal

In addition to the historical, there is yet another reason why
for quantities we should adhere to the second approach and treat
them as new undefined concepts. The thing is that one of the
most important goals in the study of synthetic geometry is its
arithmetization, as a result of which we will have to show that
the quantities are similar to numbers and form some constructive
field. In other words, we will have to show that quantities can be
compared with each other, added to each other and even multi-
plied with each other (not in this paper) satisfying all necessary
properties of a constructive filed.

We shall denote the length of the segment with endpoints A
and B by double squared brackets JABK.

∀A : Point,

JAAK = 0

A segment is called null if its endpoints coincide with each
other. The length of any such segment will be considered equal
to null, and will be denoted by the symbol "0".

Axiom 2 (Null segments). ∀A B C : Point,

JABK=JCCK ←→ A = B

The lengths of all null segments are
equal to each other. Any segment whose length is equal to the
length of some null segment is itself a null segment.

Figure 9: An example of two segments of the same
length JABK=JCDK.

The endpoints of a non-null segment are by definition distinct
from each other. A unique straight line can be drawn through
these distinct points by Postulate 7. All internal points of the non-
null segment will lie on this line by virtue of the Axiom 1. Thus,
we can say that a non-null segment is a part of a line bounded by
two points. All other points of this line are called external points
of the segment.

Segments AB and BA both consist of the same points. This
means that as geometric figures these two segments coincide with
each other. This justifies the introduction of the following axiom:

Axiom 3. ∀A B : Point,

JABK=JBAK

The length of the segment does not depend on the
order of its endpoints.

3.4. Drawing the point of intersection of a line with a circle

Figure 10: Construction of a point C of intersection of
a straight line AO and a circle OB.

So far, we have postulated the presence of only two distinct points
on a given line. From our everyday experience, we know that there
should be many more distinct points on a line, perhaps even an
infinite number of them. But how to draw them?

In Euclidean geometry, there is one general "method" for con-
structing new points, which is based on the intersection of basic
figures with each other. If the arrangement of two figures on a
plane is such that their intersection point satisfying the neces-
sary conditions is unique, then we can draw it. We formalize this
"method" in a series of postulates.
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We have already seen one such postulate — a postulate about
the intersection of two straight lines (Postulate 9). Now we intro-
duce another postulate, which gives us the opportunity to draw
the point of intersection of the line and the circle.

Postulate 10 (Line-Circle intersection).∀O A B : Point,

A 6= O→ {C : Point | [A 9O 9 C ] ∧ JOBK=JOCK}
Given two distinct

points A and O and an arbitrary point B on the plane. Draw
the point C of the intersection of the line AO and the circle OB
such that the point O belongs to the segment AC.

Now, starting from two distinct points A and B on a straight
line, with the help of our new tool — compass — we can build an
unlimited number of points on this line.

We shall later formulate one more postulate stemming from the
same general "method". Namely, the postulate of the intersection
of two circles.

3.5. Line divides plane into two half-planes

Figure 11: The points A and B lie on same half-plane
of the line x, and the points B and C lie on different
half-planes of the line.

Let us look at Fig. 11. In this figure, points A and B lie on
the same half-plane of line x, and distinct points B and C lie on
different half-planes of the line. This, however, is rather confusing,
since we have not yet defined what a half-plane is and how many
different half-planes are associated with a line on a plane.

To give these terms a precise meaning, we can also note that
the line x does not intersect the segment AB, but it does intersects
the segment BC. Here, the notion "line intersects a segment" can
be given a precise meaning. Namely, that there exists a point O
on the line x, which is also an internal point of the segment BC.
Therefore, the point O lies between the endpoints B and C of this
segment.

Now, using the undefined "betweenness" relation, we can give
precise definitions of the relations "lie on same half-plane" and
"lie on different half-planes" from a given straight line.

Definition 3.(A B : Point)(x : Line), Given a line x and two points A and B not lying
on this line. The points A and B are said to:
a)[A | x |B ]

≡ (A B /∈ x) ∧ ∃O : Point, O ∈ x ∧ [A 8O 8 B ]

lie on different half-planes of the line x, iff there exists a point
on this line between the points A and B;

b)[ x |AB ]

≡ (A B /∈ x) ∧ @O : Point, O ∈ x ∧ [A 8O 8 B ]

lie on one same half-plane of the line x iff no point of this line
lies between the points A and B.

Figure 12: Pasch Postulate.

Let us look at Fig. 12. In this figure, the points A and B lie
on different half-planes of the line x. According to the Definition
3, in this case the points can not lie on the straight line itself.
Let us now consider a point C, which also does not lie on the line
x. Studying the configuration of points in our figure, we see that
the points B and C lies on the different half-planes with respect
to the straight line x. From our experience, we know that other
options are also possible for the location of the point C relative
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to the straight line x on the plane. However, in all cases it will
necessarily lie with respect to a straight line x on different half-
planes either with A or with B. Moreover, we can always decide
which of these two alternatives really takes place. Thus, we come
to the following postulate:

Postulate 11 (Morits Pasch). ∀ (A B C : Point)(x : Line),

[A | x |B ]→ C /∈ x → {[A | x |C ]}+{[C | x |B ]}
Given three points A, B, C and

a line x that does not pass through the points and intersects the
segment AB. Decide whether the line x intersects the segment AC
or the segment CB.

As in the case of Heyting and von Plato’s postulates, the Pash
postulate does not create any new objects on the plane. It de-
scribes the ability of an observer to decide which of the two alter-
natives really takes place for any valid configuration of points and
lines on the plane.

From this postulate it follows that if a straight line intersects
one side of the triangle and does not pass through its vertices,
then it will necessarily intersect some other side of this triangle.
Moreover, we can always decide which of the two other sides of
the triangle was actually intersected.

Theorem 4. ∀ (A B C : Point)(x : Line),Given a line on the plane, the relation "to lie on
the same half-plane" of this line is the equivalence relation.
reflexivity. A /∈ x → [ x |A A ]If the point A does not lie on line x, then the

point A lies on the half-plane of line x with itself.
symmetry. [ x |AB ]→ [ x |B A ]If the points A and B lie on the same half-plane of

line x, then the points B and A also lie on the same half-plane.
transitivity. [ x |AB ]→ [ x |BC ]→ [ x |AC ]If the points A and B lie on the same half-plane

of line x, and the points B and C lie on the same half-plane of
line x, then the points A and C also lie on the same half-plane
of line x.

Similar theorem can also be proved for the relation "to lie on
different half-planes" from the given line.

Theorem 5. ∀ (A B C : Point)(x : Line),Given a line on the plane, the relation "to lie on
different half-planes" from this line has the following properties.
irreflexivity. [A | x |B ]→ A 6= BIf the points A and B lie on different half-

planes of line x, then these points are distinct.
symmetry. [A | x |B ]→ [B | x |A ]If the points A and B lie on different half-planes of

line x, then the points B and A also lie on different half-planes
of line x.

cotransitivity OOS. [A | x |B ]→ [B | x |C ]→ [ x |AC ]If the points A and B lie on different
half-planes of line x, and the points B and C lie on different
half-planes of line x, then the points A and C lie on same half-
plane of line x.

cotransitivity OSO. [A | x |B ]→ [ x |BC ]→ [A | x |C ]If the points A and B lie on different
half-planes of line x, and the points B and C lie on the same
half-plane of line x, then the points A and C lie on different
half-planes of line x.

/ Hilbert, Chapter 1 : Theorem 8
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Finally, we can prove that any straight line divides the plane
into exactly two half-planes. This explains why these two different
half-planes are often called opposite sides from a given line on
a plane. Thus, if a point does not lie on a straight line, then
the Pasch’s postulate gives us a tool to decide which of the two
opposite sides of the line this point is actually on. In the next
section, we shall also prove that the half-plane is a convex figure.

3.6. Point divides line into two half-lines

Consider now points on a line. The indefinite relationship
"between" distinguishes such an arrangement of points on a
straight line, in which the two extreme points "lie on different
half-lines" from the midpoint. We can now define in a sense an
opposite relation, which distinguishes such an arrangement of
points on a straight line, in which two points lie "on the same
half-line" from a given point.

Definition 4.O A B : Point,

[O 8 AB ] ≡ O 6= A ∧O 6= B ∧ [O AB ] ∧ ¬[A 8O 8 B ]

I the points A and B lie on the same half-line

from the point O

It is said that the points A and B lie on the same
half-line from the point O, iff both these points are distinct from
the point O, all three points are collinear, and the point O does
not lie between the points A and B.

First we prove that this relation is an equivalence relation, i.e.
it is reflexive, symmetric and transitive.

Theorem 6.∀O A B C : Point, The relation "to lie on same half-line" is an equiv-
alence relation.
reflexivity.O 6= A→ [O 8 A A ] If the points O and A are distinct, then the point
A lies with itself on the same half-line from the point O.
symmetry.[O 8 AB ]→ [O 8 B A ] If the points A and B lie on the same half-line from
the point O, then the points B and A also lie on the same side of
the point O.
transitivity.[O 8 AB ]→ [O 8 BC ]→ [O 8 AC ] If the points A and B lie on the same half-line
from the point O, and the points B and C lie on the same half-line
from the point O, then the points A and C also lie on the same
half-line from the point O.

Then, we prove that "betweenness" relation can equivalently
be expressed via the relation "to lie on the same half-line".

Theorem 7.∀A B C : Point,

[A 8 B 8 C ] ←→ [A 8 BC ] ∧ [C 8 B A ]

The point B lies between the points A and C iff the
points B and C lie on the same half-line from the point A, while
the points B and A lie on same half-line from point C.

Finally, starting from two distinct points on a given straight
line, (Postulates 4 and 5), we can construct infinitely many dis-
tinct points incident to this line.

Problem 7.∀A B : Point, Given two distinct points A and B.
a)A 6= B→ {O : Point | [A 8O 8 B ]} Draw a point O between the distinct points A and B.
b)A 6= B→ {C : Ray | [A 8 B 8 C ]} Draw a point C such that point B is between A and C.

/ Hilbert, Chapter 1 : Theorem 3
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It will also be convenient for us to use the four-point order
relation. [A 8 B 8 C 8 D ]

≡ [A 8 B 8 C ]∧ [A 8 B 8 D ]∧ [A 8 C 8 D ]∧ [B 8 C 8 D ]

We will say that the four given points are located on a
straight line in the established order, if any three of them, taken in
the same order, satisfy the betweenness relation. It can be proved
that "betweenness" relation satisfy some sort of transitivity prop-
erties.

Theorem 8. ∀A B C D : Point,The "betweenness" relation has the following prop-
erties:
a) [A 8 B 8 C ]→ [A 8 C 8 D ]→ [A 8 B 8 C 8 D ]If the point B lies between the points A and C, and the point

C lies between the points B and D, then all for points A, B, C
and D are ordered.

b) [A 8 B 8 C ]→ [B 8 C 8 D ]→ [A 8 B 8 C 8 D ]If the point B lies between the points A and C, and the point
C lies between the points A and D, then all for points A, B, C
and D are ordered.

Finally, we can prove that whatever is a line, any point on the
line divide it into exactly two half-lines. This explains why these
two different half-lines are often called opposite sides from a given
point on a line.

3.7. Definition of circles as equivalence classes

r : Circle

r = {r0 r1}
r0 I center point

r1 I circumference point

Another general "method" of Euclidean geometry is to define
new geometric figures using some equivalence relations. In fact,
even the definition of a circle (as points equidistant from the cen-
ter) requires an equivalence relation to formalize it.

To this end let us consider pairs of points which are not nec-
essarily distinct, since we are also considering circles with null
radius. The first point of the pair we shall call its center, while
the second – its circumference point. r s : Circle

r ≈ s ≡ (r0 = s0) ∧ Jr0r1K=Js0s1K

The pairs are called equiv-
alent iff their centers coincide and their circumference points are
equidistant from the center.

Now we may consider equivalence classes with respect to this
equivalence relation. r s : Circle

r ≈ s ←→ C+(r) = C+(s)

These equivalence classes C+(r) and C+(s)
are nothing but circles as geometric figures, while r and s are pairs
of points representing these circles. Unfortunately, Coq does not
have instruments to produce quotient-types and to handle equiva-
lence classes directly. When programming in Coq, we always have
to deal not with the circles themselves, but with pairs of points
representing them, and with an equivalence relation on the pairs.

This also explains why we decided not to introduce circles into
our formalization as basic objects on the same ground as points
and lines. For all practical purposes, it will be sufficient for us not
to use the circles themselves, as basic geometric figures, but only
the basic notions associated with them — betweenness relation
and the length of the segment. This way, we avoid introducing
an additional undefined incidence relation (between points and
circles) and the corresponding set of axioms that would ensure
that the new concept of incidence is consistent with the concept
of equidistance of points from the center of the circle.
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Now we can easily define the incidence relation between a point
and a circle, assuming that the latter is represented by two points
on a plane, as discussed above.O A P : Point,

JOPK=JOAK

I the point P lies on the circle OA

It is said that the point P lies on
the circle OA if it is located at the same distance from the center
of the circle O as the circumference point A of the circle.

Let us now define some other notions and terms related to the
circle as a geometric figure. The length of the segment OA is
called the radius of the circle. A circle is called degenerate if its
radius is zero. The line segment joining two distinct points on
some non-degenerate circle is called a chord of the circle.O A B : Point,

[A– O– B ] ≡ [A 8O 8 B ] ∧ JOAK=JOBK

I the point O lies midway between

points A and B

If the
center of the circle lies between the endpoints of the chord, then
such chord is called diameter of the circle.

We say that a point lies outside of a circle iff there is some point
on circumference between the center of the circle and that point.
We also say that a point lies inside a circle iff this point does not
lie outside the circles and does not lie on the circle.

4. Rays

4.1. Definition of rays as equivalence classes

a : Ray

a = {a0 8 a1}
a0 I originating point

a1 I directing point

To define the rays on the plane, let us consider pairs of distinct
points. This time the first point of the pair we shall call the origin
of the ray, while the second point – its director.

On these pairs of distinct points, we can define equivalence rela-
tion, which we call the ray coincidence relation. It is said that rays
coincide with each other iffa b : Ray

a ≈ b ≡ (a0 = b0) ∧ [ a0 8 a1 b1 ]

their originating points coincide, and
their directing points lie on the same half-line from their common
originating point.

a b : Ray

a ≈ b ←→ R+(a) = R+(b)

Equivalence classes defined by this equivalence relation will be
called rays. Intuitively, a ray is a figure consisting of an originating
point and all points of a line lying on the same half-line from its
origin.

a b : Ray,

a
∗≈ b ≡ (a0 = b0) ∧ [ a1 8 a0 8 b1 ]

I rays a and b are opposite to each other

We have already proved that any point on the line divides the
line into two half-lines. This suggest the following definition. It is
said that two rays are opposite to each other iff they both originate
from the same point go in opposite directions. In other words,
their common point of origin is located between their directing
points. As a result, the opposing rays together form one straight
line.

Finally, for every ray a on the plane we can draw unique oppo-
site ray which we denote a∗.

4.2. Direction on line

Our discussion of opposite rays on a line also suggests that on
each straight line we could consider two opposite directions. To
formalize the notion of direction on a line, let us consider another
equivalence relation on pairs of distinct points.
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Definition 5 (Rays direction). a b : Ray

a ∼ b ≡ (a0 = b0 ∧ [ a0 8 a1 b1 ])∨
∨ ([ a0 8 a1 b0 ] ∧ [ a0 8 b0 8 b1 ])∨
∨ ([b0 8 b1 a0 ] ∧ [b0 8 a0 8 a1 ])

It is said that that rays a and b
have the same direction iff either of the three alternatives is valid:
– rays a and b coincide;
– the origin of the ray b belongs to the ray a, while the origin of
the ray a belongs to the ray opposite to b;

– the origin of the ray a belongs to the ray b, while the origin of
the ray b belongs to the ray opposite to a.

a b : Ray

a ∼ b ←→ D+(a) = D+(b)

This equivalence holds only for those rays that lie on the same
straight line. Therefore, equivalence classes for this equivalence
relation define two opposite directions on each straight line.

Moreover, this equivalence relation is decidable, i.e. given any
two rays on a line, we can decide if they have same or opposite
directions.

Problem 8. ∀ a b : Ray,

[ ab ]→ {a ∼ b}+{a ∼ b∗}
Given two collinear rays a and b. Decide whether

they have same or opposite direction.

Theorem 9. ∀ a b : Ray,

¬(a ∼ b ∧ a ∼ b∗ )

Two rays cannot simultaneously have both same
and opposite direction.

4.3. Order of concurrent rays

In analogy with the order of points on the straight line, we now
would like to turn to the study of the order of concurrent rays,
that is rays originating from one point.

The following notions are convenient to define order of rays on
plane. This notions are somewhat similar to analogous relations
for points.

Definition 6 (Rays divergence). a b : Ray,

[ a 8 b ] ≡ (a0 = b0) ∧ ¬[ a0 a1 b1 ]

I rays a and b diverge from each other

It is said that two rays are
divergent iff they are concurrent and non-collinear.

Definition 7 (Rays on same side). a b c : Ray

[ a 8 bc ] ≡ (a0 = b0 = c0) ∧ [ a0 8 a1 |b1 c1 ]

It is said that rays b and c
are on the same side from ray a iff all three rays are concurrent
and direction points of rays b and c are on the same side of the
line passing through the points of ray a.

First, we prove that this relation is an equivalence relation, i.e.
it is reflexive, symmetric and transitive.

Theorem 10. ∀ a b c d : Ray,To lay on the same side of ray is an equivalence
relations.
reflexivity. [ a 8 b ]→ [ a 8 bb ]Given two divergent rays a and b, then the ray b
lies on the same side of the ray a with itself .
symmetry. [ a 8 bc ]→ [ a 8 cb ]If rays b and c lie on the same side of ray a, then
rays c and b also lie on the same side of the ray a.
transitivity. [ a 8 bc ]→ [ a 8 cd ]→ [ a 8 bd ]If rays b and c lie on the same side of ray a,
and rays c and d lie on the same side of the ray a, then rays b
and d lie on the same side of ray a.
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Then, we introduce the "betweenness" relation of the rays and
prove that this notion, although it does not literally coincide with
"betweenness" relation for points, still has many similar proper-
ties.

Definition 8 (Rays betweenness).a b c : Ray

[ a 8 b 8 c ] ≡ [ a 8 bc ] ∧ [ c 8 ba ]

It is said that that the ray b
is between rays a and c iff rays b and c are on the same side from
the ray a while rays b and a are on the same side from the ray c.

Theorem 11. If ray b lies between rays a and c, then:∀ a b c : Ray,

a)[ a 8 b 8 c ]→ [ a 8 b ] ∧ [b 8 c ] ∧ [ a 8 c ] all three rays are divergent;
b)[ a 8 b 8 c ]→ [ c 8 b 8 a ] the ray b also lies between rays c and a;
c)[ a 8 b 8 c ]→ ¬[b 8 a 8 c ] ∧ ¬[ a 8 c 8 b ] neither ray a, nor ray c can lie between the other two rays.

Problem 9.∀ a b : Ray, Given two divergent rays a and b.
a)[ a 8 b ]→ {o : Ray | [ a 8 o 8 b ]} Draw a ray o between the rays a and b.
b)[ a 8 b ]→ {c : Ray | [ a 8 b 8 c ]} Draw a ray c such that ray b is between the rays a and c.

It will also be convenient for us to use the four-point order
relation for rays.a b c d : Ray

[ a 8 b 8 c 8 d ]

≡ [ a 8 b 8 c ] ∧ [ a 8 b 8 d ] ∧ [ a 8 c 8 d ] ∧ [b 8 c 8 d ]

We will say that the four given rays are located
on a plane in the established order, if any three of them, taken
in the same order, satisfy the ray betweenness relation. It can
be proved that ray "betweenness" relation satisfy some sort of
transitivity property.

Theorem 12.∀ a b c d : Ray,

[ a 8 b 8 c ]→ [ a 8 c 8 d ]→ [ a 8 b 8 c 8 d ]

If the ray b lies between the rays a and c, and the
ray c lies between the points b and d, then all four rays a, b, c and
d are ordered.

5. Flags

5.1. Definition of flags as equivalence classes

In the previous section we defined rays with the help of the equiv-
alence relation between ordered pairs of distinct points. Now we
can go further and consider similar equivalence relation between
ordered pairs of divergent rays.X : Flag

X = {X0 8 X1}
X0 I initial ray

X1 I terminal ray

We will say that these pairs of
divergent rays represent new geometric figures called flags. The
point from which the rays originate is called the vertex of the flag.
The first ray of the pair is called the initial ray of the flag, while
the second ray is called its terminal ray.

X Y : Flag

X ≈ Y ≡ (X0 ≈ Y0) ∧ [X0 8 X1 Y1 ]

Flags themselves as geometric figures are defined as equivalence
classes of the following coincidence relation on the pairs of diver-
gent rays. Namely, it is said that flags X and Y coincide with each
other iff their initial rays X0 and Y0 coincide, and their terminal
rays X1 and Y1 both lie on the same side from their common initial
ray.

X Y : Flag

X ≈ Y ←→ F+(X) = F+(Y)

Intuitively, a flag is a figure consisting of an initial ray and a
half-plane attached to it. The choice of one of two half-plane is
determined by the location of the terminal ray on the plane.
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Note that coincidence symbol ≈ is overloaded in our notations.
Depending on its arguments it may refer either to coincidence of
rays or to coincidence of flags.

5.2. Orientation on the plane

We already know that every line divides the plane onto two oppo-
site half-planes. This suggests that on the plane we could consider
two opposite orientations of flags. We are going to formalize this
concept of orientation of flags on the plane in exactly the same
way as we previously formalized the concept of the direction of
rays on a line. Namely, we are going to introduce yet another flag
equivalence relation, which will be proved to be decidable only
with two different equivalence classes. These equivalence classes
will correspond to the left and right orientations of flags on the
plane. However, the required equivalence relation for the orien-
tation of the flags becomes somewhat more complicated than a
similar relation for the direction of the rays. We shall define it in
three steps.

First, we define a rotation equivalence relation for those flags
whose rays come from the same vertex point.

Definition 9 (Rotational equivalence). X Y : Flag

X rot∼ Y ≡ (X0 ≈ Y0 ∧ [X0 8 X1 Y1 ])∨
∨ (X0 ≈ Y∗0 ∧ [X0 8Y1 X∗1 ])∨
∨ [X0 8 X1 Y0 ] ∧ [Y0 8Y1 X∗0 ]∨
∨ [Y0 8Y1 X0 ] ∧ [X0 8 X1 Y∗0 ]

It is said that that flags X
and Y are rotationally equivalent iff either of the four alternatives
is valid:
– flags X and Y coincide;
– the flag X coincide with flag Y∗ whose both rays are opposite
to that of Y;

– the initial ray of flag Y belongs to the flag X, while the terminal
ray of flag X does not belong to flag Y;

– the initial ray of flag X belongs to the flag Y, while the terminal
ray of flag Y does not belong to flag X.

This relation of rotational equivalence implies that if we are given
two equivalent flags with a common vertex, then we can rotate
one of the flags around the vertex so that the flags will eventually
coincide with each other. In other words, both the initial rays of
the flags and the half-planes attached to them will coincide.

We can prove that this relation of rotational equivalence is de-
cidable, and defines only two classes of equivalent flags. Thus, for
any vertex point on the plane we obtain a local definition of the
orientation of the flags. ��

Figure 13: Two rotationally equivalent flags X rot∼ Y on
the plane.

Next, we need to synchronize two local definitions of rotation-
ally equivalent flags at distinct points. To this end, we define the
translational equivalence relation for flags whose initial rays are
collinear and have the same direction.
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Definition 10 (Translational equivalence).X Y : Flag

X tr∼ Y ≡ (X0 ∼ Y0) ∧ [X00 8 X01 |X11 Y11 ]

It is said that that
flags X and Y are translationally equivalent iff their initial rays
have the same direction on line, while their terminal rays are on
the same side of this line.

��� ��� ������

Figure 14: Two translationally equivalent flags X tr∼ Y
on the plane.

The relation of translational equivalence implies that if we are
given two equivalent flags, whose initial rays are collinear and have
the same direction, then we can translate one of the flags along
their common direction so that it will eventually coincide with the
other flag. In other words, both the initial rays of the flags and
the half-planes attached to them will coincide.

We can prove that this relation of translational equivalence is
decidable, and defines only two classes of equivalent flags. Thus,
for any directed line on the plane we obtain yet another local
definition of the orientation of the flags.

Finally, we define the universal relation of orientational equiv-
alence of flags as a combination of the previous two equivalences.

Definition 11 (Orientational equivalence).X Y : Flag

X ∼ Y

≡ ∃X′Y′ : Flag, X rot∼ X′ ∧ X′ tr∼ Y′ ∧ Y′ rot∼ Y

It is said that that
flags X and Y are equivalent iff there exist two flags X′ and Y′ such
that pairs of flags X and X′ as well as Y and Y′ are rotationally
equivalent while flags X′ and Y′ are translationally equivalent.

The relation of orientational equivalence implies that if we are
given two equivalent flags on the plane, then we can rotate them
and translate so that they will eventually coincide with each other.

X Y : Flag

X ∼ Y ←→ O+(X) = O+(Y)

We can prove that the relation of orientational equivalence is de-
cidable and there are only two classes of equivalent flags on the
plane. In other words, given any two flags on the plane, we can
decide if they have the same or opposite orientation. We shall call
the equivalence classes of this equivalence relation as orientations
of flags on the plane.

X : Flag

X̂ = {X1 8 X0}

I X̂ is a flip of X

If in a pair of divergent rays representing a flag, we swap the
initial and terminal rays, then the resulting flag will be called a flip
of the original one. The orientation of the flipped flag is opposite
to the orientation of the original flag. The flip of a flag will be
denoted by a hat symbol (̂) in our formulas on the margins.

Problem 10.∀X Y : Flag,

{X ≈ Y}+{X ≈ Ŷ}

Given two flags X and Y. Decide whether they
have same or opposite orientation.

Theorem 13.∀X Y : Flag,

¬(X ≈ Y ∧ X ≈ Ŷ)

Two flags cannot simultaneously have both same
and opposite direction.

Since we have decidable equivalence relation with just two
equivalence classes, we can define a function that maps every flag
to its orientation (boolean value). To this end, we may first draw
three non-collinear points on the plane with the help of Postulates
1, 2, 7 and 6. Taking any of the three points at the vertex, and
the other two for the directing points of diverging rays, we can
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build on them the reference flag, the orientation of which we, by
definition, will consider left. Opposite orientation we shall call
right. Since we have just two mutually exclusive orientations, we
can treat them as boolean values. O+ : Flag→ BoolFinally, given an arbitrary flag,
we can compare it with the reference flag and, thus, determine its
orientation.

With the help of this function, we can also expand the definition
of orientation from flags to triangles.

6. Angles

6.1. Definition of oriented angles and their measures

A : Angle

A = {a · b}
a I initial ray

b I terminal ray

The figure formed by two concurrent rays is called the angle. It
is important to note that the definition of the angle is wider than a
similar definition of flags. Indeed, in the latter definition, flags are
represented by a pair of not just concurrent, but also non-collinear
(divergent) rays. Thus, pair of divergent rays representing a flag
also makes some angle, but the reverse is not true.

Just like for flags, the point from which the rays originate is
called the vertex of this angle, the first ray of the pair is called
the initial ray, and the second ray is called the terminal ray of the
angle. A B : Angle

A ≈ B

I angles A and B are congruent

M+(A)

I equivalence class for angle A

A ≈ B ←→ M+(A) = M+(B)

The concurrency of rays is indicated by the dot symbol (·)
in our formulas on the margins.

As for the definition of length, we could assume, following
Hilbert, that there is some equivalence (congruence) relation be-
tween angles. This equivalence relation must be reflexive, sym-
metric, and transitive. Then, based on this equivalence relation,
we can define angle measures as the corresponding classes of con-
gruent angles.

M+(A : Angle) : Measure

M−(α : Measure) : {A : Angle |M+(A) = α}
Alternatively, we can immediately introduce the measure of an

angle as the basic undefined notion and assume that there is a
mapping of angles (pairs of concurrent rays) to their measures
and back. In other words, each angle can be assigned its measure,
and for each measure a corresponding angle can be found. Such
mappings also define an equivalence relation for angles.

a b c d : Ray,

〈〈a · b〉〉 = M+({a · b})
I measure of angle {a · b}

〈〈a · b〉〉= 〈〈c · d〉〉
I measures of angles {a · b} and {c · d} are equal

We shall denote the angle measure for the pair of concurrent
rays by a double angular brackets.

In order to complete the program of full arithmetization of
synthetic geometry, we will need to prove later that the angular
measures, like the lengths of segments, constitute a constructive
field. In other words, the angular measures can be compared
with each other, added to each other (modulo the full angle) and
even multiplied with each other (not in this paper) satisfying all
necessary properties of a constructive filed.

6.2. Axioms of oriented angles

Now we are going to formulate axioms that explore the meaning
of the concept of angular measure, and also associate it with the
concept of flag orientation.
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∀ a : Ray,

〈〈a · a〉〉 = 0◦
An angle is called null if its initial and terminal rays coincide

with each other. The measure of any null angle will be denoted
by the symbol "0◦".

Axiom 4 (Null angles).∀ a b : Ray,

〈〈a · a〉〉= 〈〈b · b〉〉
All null angles on the plane are equal to

each other.

∀ a : Ray,

〈〈a · a∗ 〉〉 = 180◦
An angle is called straight if its initial and terminal rays are

opposite, i.e. they form complete line. The measure of any such
angle will be denoted by the symbol "180◦".

Axiom 5 (Straight angles).∀ a b : Ray,

〈〈a · a∗ 〉〉= 〈〈b · b∗ 〉〉
All straight angles on the plane are

equal to each other.

Let us commit the position of the initial ray. Intuitively, we
assume that as the terminal ray rotates, the measure of the angle
formed by these two rays will change monotonously. In other
words, there are no two distinct positions of the terminal ray for
which the measures of the corresponding angles would be equal.

Axiom 6 (Unique angles).∀ a b c : Ray,

〈〈a · b〉〉= 〈〈a · c〉〉 ←→ b ≈ c

Given two angles with the same initial
ray. Then the terminal rays of these angles coincide iff their angle
measures are equal.

Informally speaking, at each point of the plane, taken as a
vertex, we can define its own system of angles. Then we have
to make sure that for each point of the plane and for each such
system of angles, all the "full angles" are equal.

Axiom 7 (Explementary angles).∀ a b c d : Ray,

〈〈a · b〉〉= 〈〈c · d〉〉 → 〈〈b · a〉〉= 〈〈d · c〉〉
If two angles are equal, then

their explementary angles are also equal.

We also have to make sure that for every point of the plane
considered as the vertex of the local system of angles, all angles
are measured in the same direction. In other words measures of
angle measures and their orientations should be consistent with
each other.

Axiom 8 (Angle orientation).∀X Y : Flag,

〈〈X0 · X1 〉〉= 〈〈Y0 ·Y1 〉〉 → O+(X) = O+(Y)

Given two flags. If angular mea-
sures of corresponding angles are equal, then orientations of these
flags should also be equal.

With this axiom we can lift the definition of orientation up
from flags (pairs of rays) to angle measures O+(α), provided that
angle measure α is not equal to 0◦ or 180◦.

This axiom completes our definition of oriented angles on the
plane. In the next paragraph we define non-oriented or convex
angles that will be necessary to formulate our other axioms of
Euclidean geometry.
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6.3. Definition of non-oriented angles

The sides of the angle divide the whole plane into two regions.
One of them is called the inner region of the angle, and the other
is its outer region. Usually, the inner region is considered to be
the one in which the segment with endpoints on the sides of the
angle is placed entirely. We will also call this angle convex. The
other part of the plane is said to form reflex angle.

Since we defined orientation of all flags using the reference flag,
we can assume, without loss of generality, that the oriented angle
of the reference flag corresponds to the convex region on the plane.
This means that all angles with left orientation will be consid-
ered convex, while those with right orientation will be considered
reflex. Finally, with the help of Axiom 8 we can lift the definition
of convex and reflex angles up to the angle measures, provided
that the angle measures under consideration are not equal to 0◦

or 180◦.

Definition 12. α : Measure,

Convex α ≡ α 6= 0◦ ∧ α 6= 180◦ ∧O+(α) = left

Reflex α ≡ α 6= 0◦ ∧ α 6= 180◦ ∧O+(α) = right

Consider non-null and and non-straight angles.
They are called convex iff orientation of their rays is left. They
are called reflex iff orientation of their rays is right.

Whatever the flag, it has its own orientation and the corre-
sponding angular measure. Let us now look at the flipped flag. It
has the opposite orientation and explementary angular measure.
If the measure of the original flag is reflex, then the measure of
the flipped flag will be convex and vice versa. a b : Ray

〈〈a 8 b〉〉 ≡ if O+({a 8 b})
then 〈〈a · b〉〉
else 〈〈b · a〉〉

Thus, for any flag,
we can define corresponding non-oriented angular measure as fol-
lows. If orientation of the original flag is left, then non-oriented
angular measure, by definition, coincides with the oriented one.
Otherwise, when orientation of the flag is right, non-oriented an-
gular measure is defined to coincide with the oriented measure of
the flipped flag.

O A B : Point

〈〈AOB〉〉 ≡ 〈〈{O 8 A} 8 {O 8 B}〉〉
Given three non-collinear points O, A and B we can define a

flag with vertex at the points O, initial ray OA and terminal ray
OB. To this flag we can associate the corresponding non-oriented
angular measure which we shall denote 〈〈AOB〉〉. Thus, whenever
we use such a non-oriented angular measure for three points, we
assume that these three points are non-collinear.

7. Segment arithmetic

In this section we will continue our discussion of the properties of
circles, and the main question for us will be the following. Under
what conditions do two circles intersect or, conversely, do not
intersect?

7.1. Concentric circles

The simplest arrangement of circles on a plane in which they ob-
viously do not intersect is when the circles have the same center
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and different radii. Such circles are called concentric. Speaking
informally, such circles are akin to parallel lines in the sense that
they do not intersect each other and are equally spaced from each
other. In other words, if some point of one of the concentric circles
lies inside the other, then the entire first circle will lie inside the
second (see Fig. 15).

Figure 15: The intersection of concurrent rays and
concentric circles.

This property of concentric circles can be formulated a little
differently. Take two concentric circles and consider a pair of
intersection points of these circles with the rays originating from
the center of these circles. Then the order in which each ray
meets with concentric circles is the same. Moreover, the lengths
of the segments formed by the intersection points of each ray with
concentric circles are equal. This property of concentric circles
can be formalized as the following axiom:

Axiom 9 (Concentric circles and rays).∀O A A′ B B′ : Point,

[O 8 A 8 B ]→ [O 8 A′B′ ]→
→ JOAK=JOA′K→ JOBK=JOB′K→
→ [O 8 A′ 8 B′ ] ∧ JABK=JA′B′K

Consider two concentric
circles and two rays originating from the center of the circles O.
Let points A and A′ lie on one of the circles, and points B and
B′ on another. If in this case the point A lies on one of the rays
between the points O and B, and points A′ and B′ on another ray,
then the point A′ lies between the points O and B′ and the lengths
of the segments AB and A′B′ are equal.

7.2. Segment transfer

The most general condition for the intersection of two circles can
be formulated as follows: two circles intersect with each other iff
one point of the first circle lies inside the second, and vice versa.

Figure 16: The intersection of two circles.

In order to simplify and formalize this condition, let’s look at
Fig. 16. We see two circles, with centers at distinct points O
and O′. We can draw a unique line through the points. This line
intersects every circle at two points. Let the intersection points
of the line with the first circle be denoted A and B, and with the
second one — A′ and B′. Two circles intersects if the order of
these points on a straight line can always be chosen so that the
point A′ lies between the points A and B, and the point B —
between the points A′ and B′. We can formalize this as our final
postulate.

Postulate 12 (Circle-Circle intersection).∀O A BO′ A′ B′ P : Point,

¬[OO′P ]→ [A 8 A′ 8 B 8 B′ ]→
→ [A– O– B ]→ [A′– O′– B′ ]→
→ {Q : Point | [O 8O′ |PQ ]∧

∧ JOQK=JOAK∧ JO′QK=JO′A′K}

Given two circles and
a line passing through the centers of these circles and intersecting
each of them at two points. Let one of the two points of intersec-
tion of the first circle lies between the two points of intersection
of the second circle and vice versa. Draw a point of intersection
of these two circles with each other, which will lie on a given side
of this line.

With the help of this postulate we can solve the following prob-
lems from Euclid’s Elements.
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Problem 11. ∀A B P : Point,

¬[ABP ]→
→ {C : Point | [A 8 B |CP ] ∧ JABK=JBCK=JACK}

Given a segment on the border of a half-plane.
Build an equilateral triangle on a given segment in the given half-
plane.

/ Euclid, Book I : Proposition 1

Finally, we can solve the problem of transferring a segment from
one place on the plane to another. In other words, regardless of
the segment, we can draw an equal segment on any given ray.

Problem 12. ∀O A B C : Point,

O 6= A→ {D : Point | [O 9 AD ] ∧ JODK=JBCK}
Given the segment and the ray. Draw on the ray

from its origin a segment equal to the given one.
/ Euclid, Book I : Proposition 2

7.3. Segment order

Using the betweenness relation, we can define the strict order
relation for the lengths of segments.

Definition 13. a b : Length,

a < b

≡ ∃A B C : Point, JABK= a ∧ JACK=b ∧ [A 9 B 8 C ]

I segment length a is less then length b

It is said that the length of a is less than the
length of b, if there are three points A, B and C on the plane such
that the length of the segment AB is a, the length of the segment
AC is b, and, moreover, the point B lies between the points A and
C or coincides with the point A.

Based on this definition, we can prove all the necessary basic
properties of a strict order relation.

Theorem 14 (Non-negative length). ∀ a : Length,

¬(a < 0)

The segment length can not
be less than the length of the null segment.

Theorem 15 (Segment trichotomy). ∀ a b : Length,

(a < b) ∨ (a = b) ∨ (b < a)

Whatever the two lengths
of the segments, they are either equal to each other, or one of them
is less than the other.

Theorem 16 (Properties of strict order). ∀ a b c : Length,The relation "less
then" defines a strict order on the lengths of segment.
irreflexivity. ¬(a < a)The length of any segment is not less than it-

self.
transitivity. (a < b)→ (b < c)→ (a < c)Three segments of length a, b and c are given.

If a is less than b and b is less than c, then a is less than c.

Problem 13. ∀ a b c : Length,

a < b→ {a < c}+{c < b}
Let three lengths of segments a, b, and c be given,

so that a is less than b. Decide whether the length of the segment
c is more than a, or less than b.

7.4. Segment addition

With the help of our postulates, we can solve the following prob-
lem, which gives us the ability to add segments to each other.
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Problem 14 (Segment addition).∀ a b : Length,

{c : Length | ∀A B C : Point, [A 9 B 9 C ]→
→ JABK= a→ JBCK=b→ JACK= c}

I the resulting length c is called the sum of two

lengths a and b, i.e. we denote c = a + b

Given two segments of length
a and b. Draw another segment of length c with the following
property. Whatever are three points A, B and C such that the
point B belongs to the segment AC, if the length of segment AB
is equal to a and the length of segment BC is equal to b, then the
length of segment AC is also equal to c.

Now we can prove all the necessary basic properties of the seg-
ment addition operation.

Theorem 17 (Properties of addition). Addition of segments has
the following properties:∀ a b c : Length,

null length.a + 0 = a When adding null to any length, the quantity
does not change.

commutativity.a + b = b + a Addition is commutative — one can change
the order of the terms in a sum, and the result is the same.

associativity.a + (b + c) = (a + b) + c Addition is associative — when adding three or
more lengths, the order of operations does not matter.

subtraction.a + c = b + c → a = b One can subtract the same length from two equal
sums, and the remaining lengths will also be equal.

8. Congruence of triangles

Triangle is figure on the plane that is completely determined by
three non-collinear points A, B and C, called vertices of the tri-
angle. These vertices form segments AB, BC and CA, which are
called sides of the triangle. These segments, connected at the ver-
tices, form the angles ABC, BCA and CAB. Vertexes, sides and
angles together form the triangle which is denoted as 4ABC.

We can consider the following triangles equivalence relation.

Definition 14.A B C D E F : Point,

4ABC ∼= 4DEF

≡ JABK=JDEK∧ 〈〈ABC〉〉= 〈〈DEF〉〉∧
JBCK=JEFK∧ 〈〈BCA〉〉= 〈〈EFD〉〉∧
JCAK=JFDK∧ 〈〈CAB〉〉= 〈〈FDE〉〉

I the triangles 4ABC and 4DEF are equal

Two triangles are called congruent iff lengths of
their respective sides and (non-oriented) measures of their respec-
tive angles are equal.

It is easy to prove that this relation has all the necessary prop-
erties — reflexivity, symmetry and transitivity. Thus, we can
talk about classes of equivalent triangles that have the same side
lengths and angle measures.

8.1. Method of superposition

To prove the theorems of congruence of triangles, Euclid used the
so-called superposition method. Namely, Euclid suggested that
one triangle could be moved and superimposed on another, so that
their equal sides and angles coincide. Then he argued that all the
other sides and angles of these triangles should also coincide.

Several attempts were made to formalize the Euclidean su-
perposition method. Some authors considered superpositions as
isometric mappings of one geometrical figure onto another, and
then studied the properties of these mappings. Another approach,
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which we also adhere to, is used, for example, in the popular in
Russia textbook on geometry by A.V. Pogorelov [14]. In this case,
the superposition method is considered as a weak statement only
about the mere em existence of an equal triangle in any part of
the plane. Later we will be able to prove a constructive version of
the axiom of superposition and build an equal triangle anywhere
on the plane using our standard tools – a pencil, a straightedge
and a compass.

This latter approach is closest in spirit to the original under-
standing of the method of superposition by Euclid himself and
can be formalized as the following axiom:

Axiom 10 (Triangle superposition). ∀A B C D E F : Point,

¬[ABC ]→ ¬[DEF ]→ JABK=JDEK→
→ ∃F′ : Point, 4ABC ∼= 4DEF′ ∧ [D 8 E |FF′ ]

Given two triangles 4ABC
and 4DEF whose bases JABK and JDEK are equal, then there ex-
ists a point F′ located on the same side of the base as point F, so
that triangles 4DEF′ and 4ABC are equal.

Once again, we note that this axiom does not provide a pro-
cedure for how to actually construct a congruent triangle in a
given place. The simple existence of a congruent triangle is suffi-
cient to prove all congruence theorems (SAS, ASA and SSS) and
to provide the prerequisites for the applicability of the necessary
postulates for the further construction of an equal triangle.

Theorem 18 (SAS). ∀A B C D E F : Point,

JABK=JDEK→ JBCK=JEFK→ 〈〈ABC〉〉= 〈〈DEF〉〉 →
→ 4ABC ∼= 4DEF

If the two sides and the angle between them
of one triangle are equal respectively to the two sides and the angle
between them of the other triangle, then such triangles are equal.

/ Euclid, Book I : Proposition 4 / Hilbert, Chapter 1 : Theorem 12

Theorem 19 (ASA). ∀A B C D E F : Point,

¬[ABC ]→ ¬[DEF ]→ JACK=JDFK→
→ 〈〈BCA〉〉= 〈〈EFD〉〉 → 〈〈CAB〉〉= 〈〈FDE〉〉 →
→ 4ABC ∼= 4DEF

If the side and two adjacent angles of one
triangle are equal respectively to the side and two adjacent angles
of the other triangle, then such triangles are equal.

/ Euclid, Book I : Proposition 26 a / Hilbert, Chapter 1 : Theorem 13

Theorem 20 (SSS). ∀A B C D E F : Point,

¬[ABC ]→ ¬[DEF ]→ JABK=JDEK→
→ JBCK=JEFK→ JCAK=JFDK→
→ 4ABC ∼= 4DEF

If three sides of one triangle are equal to
three sides of another triangle, then such triangles are equal.

/ Euclid, Book I : Proposition 8 / Hilbert, Chapter 1 : Theorem 18

Thus, we have proved that the triangle is a rigid figure, and all
its angles are completely determined by its sides.

8.2. Triangle congruence

In the previous section, we started with the existential axiom,
which formalizes the Euclidean method of superposition, and on
the basis of this axiom we proved all the main theorems on the
congruence of triangles. However, we could also choose an alter-
native approach to the presentation of the material, which is in
some sense opposite to the previous one. Namely, we can first
accept the following axiom, which is essentially equivalent to SAS
and SSS congruence theorems.
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Axiom 10* (Triangle congruence).∀A B C D E F : Point,

¬[ABC ]→ ¬[DEF ]→
→ JABK=JDEK→ JBCK=JEFK→
→ JCAK=JFDK ←→ 〈〈ABC〉〉= 〈〈DEF〉〉

Let two sides of one triangle
be equal respectively to two sides of another triangle. Then the
third sides of these triangles will be equal, iff the angles opposite
to them are equal.

Proceeding from this axiom, we prove that for any triangle we
can draw an equal triangle on a given side of a given semi-axis.
In other words, from the axiom of the congruence of triangles, we
can obtain a constructive analogue of the Euclidean superposition
method.

It is interesting to note that Hilbert rejected the "superposition
principle" of Euclid, but left himself the opportunity to transfer
angles and impose them onto each other. To do this, Hilbert had
to accept the first theorem on the congruence of triangles (SAS)
as a new axiom. From our formalization of Euclidean. geometry,
we see that if we go further and also give up the possibility of
transferring and overlapping angles, then we also have to accept
the third triangle congruence theorem (SSS) as a new axiom. In
other words, the Euclidean method of superposition is exactly
equivalent to two (SAS and SSS) theorems on the congruence of
triangles.

First, we prove so-called triangle inequality theorem.

Theorem 21 (Triangle inequality).∀A B C : Point,

¬[ABC ]→ JACK<JABK+JBCK

Any side of the triangle is
less than the sum of its two other sides.

/ Euclid, Book I : Proposition 20

Nex, we prove the statement, in a sense, the opposite of our
Postulate 12 about the intersection of two circles. This theorem
states that if we are given two intersecting circles, then a straight
line passing through the centers of these circles will intersect each
of the circles at exactly two points. These two pairs of points will
be located on the same line, so that one of the two points of the
first circle will be located between two points of the second circle
and vice versa.

Theorem 22.∀O A B PO′A′B′ : Point,

¬[OO′P ]→ [A– O– B ]→ [A′ – O′ – B′ ]→
→ JOAK=JOPK→ JO′A′K=JO′PK→
→ [A 8O 8O′ 8 B′ ]→ [A 8 A′ 8 B 8 B′ ]

Given two circles and a straight line passing
through the centers of these circles. Then, if the circles intersect
each other, then two pair of points of intersection of the circles
with the line are ordered in such a way that one of the two points
of intersection of the first circle with the line is between the two
points of intersection of the second circle with this line and vice
versa.

Finally, we prove the constructive superposition theorem. The
general idea of the proof is as follows. Consider an arbitrary tri-
angle. We build two circles with centers at two vertices that form
the base of the triangle and pass through the third vertex of this
triangle. These two circles intersect with each other at the third
vertex. They also cross the straight line passing through the cen-
ters of the two circles. Consequently, by the theorem above, the
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intersection points of these circles with the straight line will be
ordered.

Now, using the theorem on the transfer of segments, we can
transfer all points from this line to any other. In this case, all
points on this other line will be arranged in exactly the same
order as on the initial line. Finally, using the postulate about the
intersection of two circles, we can build the intersection point in
the given half-plane. This intersection point is nothing but the
third vertex of a required triangle which is equal to the given one.

Problem 15 (Constructive superposition). ∀A B C D E F : Point,

¬[ABC ]→ ¬[DEF ]→ JABK=JDEK→
→ {F′ : Point | 4ABC ∼= 4DEF′ ∧ [D 8 E |FF′ ]}

In any triangle, if
one of the sides is produced, then the exterior angle is greater
than either of the interior and opposite angles.

Thus we have proved equivalence of the superposition axiom
and the axiom of triangle congruence.

9. Angle arithmetic

9.1. Angle transfer

Using a constructive variant of the superposition method, we can
transfer triangles from one location on a plane to another. With
the help of triangles, we can also transfer convex angles.

Problem 16. ∀AO B A′O′ B′ : Point,

¬[AOB ]→ ¬[A′O′B′ ]→
→ {P : Point | [O 8 A |BP ] ∧ 〈〈AOP〉〉= 〈〈A′O′B′ 〉〉}

At a given point on a given straight line and to
a given half-plane, to construct a convex angle equal to a given
angle.

/ Euclid, Book I : Proposition 23 / Hilbert, Chapter 1 : Axiom III4

Then we can extend this construction to draw an equal oriented
angle from a given ray.

Problem 17 (Draw angle clockwise). ∀ (a : Ray)(α : Measure),

{b : Ray | 〈〈a · b〉〉=α}
Given an arbitrary angle

and an arbitrary ray, draw an equal angle from the ray with given
orientation.

9.2. Angle order

Using the rays betweenness relation, we can define the strict order
relation for the angular measures.

Definition 15. α β : Measure,

α < β ≡ (α = 0◦ ∧ β 6= 0◦)∨
∨ (Convex α ∧Convex β ∧ ∃ a b c : Ray,

〈〈a · b〉〉=α ∧ 〈〈a · c〉〉=β ∧ [ a 8 b 8 c ])∨
∨ (Convex α ∧ β = 180◦)∨
∨ (Convex α ∧ Reflex β)∨
∨ (α = 180◦ ∧ Reflex β)∨
∨ (Reflex α ∧ Reflex β ∧ ∃ a b c : Ray,

〈〈a · b〉〉=α ∧ 〈〈a · c〉〉=β ∧ [ a 8 c 8 b ])

I angle α is less then angle β

It is said that the angle α is less the the angle β

iff either of the six alternatives is valid:
– angle α is null while angle β is non-null;
– both angles are convex and there exists system of three rays
such that α is placed inside β;

– α is convex angle while β is straight angle;
– α is convex angle while β is reflex angle;
– α is straight angle while β is reflex angle;
– both angles are reflex and there exists system of three rays such
that β is placed inside α.
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Based on this definition, we can prove all the necessary basic
properties of a strict order relation.

Theorem 23 (Non-negative angles).∀α : Measure,

¬(α < 0◦)

The angle measure can not
be less than the measure of the null angle.

Theorem 24 (Angle trichotomy).∀α β : Measure,

(α < β) ∨ (α = β) ∨ (β < α)

Whatever the two angle mea-
sures, they are either equal to each other, or one of them is less
than the other.

Theorem 25 (Properties of strict order).∀α β γ : Measure, The relation "less
then" defines a strict order on the angle measures.
irreflexivity.¬(α < α) Measure of any angle is not less than itself.
transitivity.(α < β)→ (β < γ)→ (α < γ) Three angle measures α, β and γ are given. If

α is less than β and β is less than γ, then α is less than γ.

Theorem 26.∀α : Measure,

Convex α ←→ 0◦ < α < 180◦

Reflex α ←→ 180◦ < α

Convex angles are those whose measure is greater
than null, but less than that of the straight angle. Reflex angles
are those whose measure is greater than that of the straight angle.

9.3. Angle addition

With the help of our postulates, we can solve the following prob-
lem, which gives us the ability to add angles to each other.

Problem 18 (Angle addition).∀α β : Measure,

{γ : Angle | ∀ a b c : Ray,

〈〈a · b〉〉=α→ 〈〈b · c〉〉=β→ 〈〈a · c〉〉=γ}

I the resulting angle γ is called the sum of two

angles α and β, i.e. we denote γ = α + β

Given two angle measure α and
β. Construct another angle measure γ such that for any three
rays a, b and c, if the measure of angle ∠(ab) is equal to α and
the measure of angle ∠(bc) is equal to β, then the measure of angle
∠(ac) is equal to γ.

Now we can prove all the necessary basic properties of the angle
addition operation.

Theorem 27 (Properties of addition). Addition of segments has
the following properties:∀α β γ : Measure,

null length.α + 0◦ = α When adding null to any angle measure, the
quantity does not change.

commutativity.α + β = β + α Addition is commutative — one can change
the order of the terms in a sum, and the result is the same.

associativity.α + (β + γ) = (α + β) + γ Addition is associative — when adding three or
more angle measure, the order of operations does not matter.

subtraction.α + γ = β + γ→ α = β One can subtract the same angle measure from
two equal sums, and the remaining angle measures will also be
equal.

10. Parallel lines

Up to this point, we have studied so-called neutral geometry, i.e.
planar geometry without axiom of parallel lines. This means that
all our earlier results are valid not only for Euclidean, but also for
Lobachevskian geometry.
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To proceed further we need to define the relation of parallel
lines.

Definition 16. x y : Line

x ‖ y ≡ ¬x ∦ y

I the lines x and y are parallel

Two lines are called parallel iff they do not in-
tersect.

Now we can introduce our last axiom.

Axiom 11 (John Playfair). ∀ (A : Point)(x : Line),

x ‖ z→ y ‖ z→ (A ∈ x y)→ x = y

For every line x and for every point
A on the plane there exists no more than one line through A that
is parallel to x.

With this axiom the relation of parallel lines becomes an equiva-
lence relation.

Theorem 28. The parallelism of lines is an equivalence relation
and has the following properties: ∀ x y z : Line,

reflexivity. x ‖ xEvery line is parallel to itself.
symmetry. x ‖ y→ y ‖ xIf line x is parallel to line y, then line y is parallel

to line x.
transitivity. x ‖ y→ y ‖ z→ x ‖ zIf line x is parallel to line y and line y is parallel

to line z, then line x is parallel to line z.
/ Euclid, Book I : Proposition 30

The following results are simple consequences of the axiom of
parallel lines.

Theorem 29. ∀A B C : Point,

¬[ABC ]→ 〈〈ABC〉〉+ 〈〈BCA〉〉+ 〈〈CAB〉〉 = 180◦
In any triangle the sum of the three interior angles

of the triangle equals two right angles.
/ Euclid, Book I : Proposition 32 / Hilbert, Chapter 1 : Theorem 31

Problem 19. ∀ (A : Point)(x : Line),

{y : Line | A ∈ y ∧ x ‖ y}
Given line x and an arbitrary point A, draw an-

other line y through the point A that is parallel to the line x.

Problem 20. ∀ x y z : Line,

x ∦ z→ {x ∦ y}+{y ∦ z}
Given two intersecting lines x and y and an arbi-

trary third line z. Decide which of the two lines x or y is crossed
by the line z.

Problem 21. ∀ x y z : Line,

x 6= z→ {x 6= y}+{y 6= z}
Given two distinct lines x and y and an arbitrary

third line z. Decide which of the two lines x or y is distinct from
the line z.

The last two problems imply important properties of the line dis-
tinction and intersection relations, analogous to the Hayting pos-
tulate for the distinction of points (Postulate 3).

11. Comparison with Hilbert’s system of axioms

In conclusion, let us compare Hilbert’s axioms line by line with
the postulates and axioms of the proposed constructive-deductive
method for planar Euclidean geometry.
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Axiom I1. For every two distinct points A, B there ex-
ists a line x that contains each of the points A, B.

Postulate 7. Given two distinct points A and B. Draw
a straight line x through both these points.

I1∀A B : Point, A 6= B→ ∃ x : Line, A B ∈ x
P7∀A B : Point, A 6= B→ {x : Line | A B ∈ x}

Axiom I2. For every two distinct points A, B there ex-
ists not more than one line that contains each of the
points A, B.

Postulate 8 (Jan von Plato). Given two distinct lines,
on one of which two distinct points are marked. Decide
which of these two points does not belong the other line.

I2∀ (A B : Point)(x y : Line),

A 6= B→ (A B ∈ x y)→ x = y

P8∀ (A B : Point)(x y : Line),

A 6= B→ (A B ∈ x)→ x 6= y→ {A /∈ y}+{B /∈ y}

Axiom I3 a). There exists at least two distinct points
on a line.

Postulate 4. Given an arbitrary straight line. Draw a
point on the line.

I3a∀ x : Line, ∃A B : Point, A 6= B ∧ (A B ∈ x)
P4∀ x : Line, {A : Point | A ∈ x}

Postulate 5. Given an arbitrary straight line and a
point on it. Draw another point on this line distinct
from the given one.

P5∀ (A : Point)(x : Line),

A ∈ x → {B : Point | A 6= B ∧ B ∈ x}

Axiom I3 b). There exists at least three points that do
not lie on a line.

Postulate 1. Draw a point on the plane.

I3b∃A B C : Point, ¬[ABC ]
P1{A : Point}

Postulate 2. Given an arbitrary point on the plane.
Draw another point distinct from the given one.

P2∀A : Point, {B : Point | A 6= B}

Postulate 6. Given an arbitrary line. Draw a point
that does not lie on this line.

P6∀ x : Line, {A : Point | A /∈ x}

There is no analog of Heyting’s postulate in Hilbert’s
system of axioms.

Postulate 3 (Arend Heyting). Given two distinct
points A and B and an arbitrary point C. Decide the
distinction of the point C either from the point A or
from the point B.

P3∀A B C : Point, A 6= B→ {A 6= C}+{C 6= B}

There is no analog of line-line intersection postulate in
Hilbert’s system of axioms.

Postulate 9 (Line-line intersection). Given two inter-
secting lines. Draw the point of their intersection.

P9∀ x y : Line, x ∦ y→ {A : Point | A ∈ x y}

Table 3: Group I: Axioms of incidence.
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Axiom II1,2. If a point B lies between a point A and a
point C then:
a) the points A, B, C are three distinct points;
b) the points A, B, C are collinear;
c) the point B also lies between the points C and A;
d) the point A cannot lie between the points B and C.

Axiom 1. Given three points on the plane A, B and C.
If the point B lies between the points A and C, then:
a) the points A and C are distinct;
b) all three points, A, B and C are collinear;
c) the point B also lies between the points C and A;
d) the point A cannot lie between the points B and C.

II1,2∀A B C : Point,

[A 8 B 8 C ]→ A 6= C ∧ [ABC ] ∧ [C 8 B 8 A ] ∧ ¬[B 8 A 8 C ]

A1∀A B C : Point,

[A 8 B 8 C ]→ A 6= C ∧ [ABC ] ∧ [C 8 B 8 A ] ∧ ¬[B 8 A 8 C ]

Axiom II3. For two distinct points A and B, there al-
ways exists at least one point C such that point B lies
between A and C.

This Hilbert’s axiom follows immediately from the line-
circle intersection postulate (Postulate 10).

II3∀A B : Point, (A 6= B→ ∃C : Point, [A 8 B 8 C ])

Axiom II4(Morits Pasch). Let A, B, C be three points
that do not lie on a line and let x be a line which
does not meet any of the points A, B, C. If the line x
passes through a point of the segment AB, it also passes
through a point of the segment AC, or through a point
of the segment CB.

Postulate 11 (Morits Pasch). Given three points
A, B, C and a line x that does not pass through any of
these points and intersects the segment AB. Decide the
intersection of the line x either with the segment AC or
with the segment CB.

II4∀ (A B C : Point)(x : Line),

¬[ABC ]→ [A | x |B ]→ C /∈ x → [A | x |C ] ∨ [C | x |B ]

P11∀ (A B C : Point)(x : Line),

[A | x |B ]→ C /∈ x → {[A | x |C ]}+{[C | x |B ]}

Table 4: Group II: Axioms of order.
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Axiom III1. If A, B are two distinct points, and if C is
a point on some line x then it is always possible to find
a point D on a given side of the line line x through C
such that the segment AB is congruent or equal to the
segment CD.

Postulate 10 (Line-Circle intersection). Given two
distinct points A and O and an arbitrary point B on
the plane. Draw the point C of the intersection of the
line AO and the circle OB such that the point O belongs
to the segment AC.

III1∀A B C P : Point,

A 6= B→ C 6= P→ ∃D : Point, [C 8 PD ] ∧ AB ∼= CD

P10∀O A B : Point,

A 6= O→ {C : Point | [A 8O 9 C ] ∧ JOBK=JOCK}

Axiom III2. If a segment CD and a segment EF, are
congruent to the same segment AB, then the segment
CD is congruent to the segment EF.

Instead of congruence relation we introduce congruence
classes as lengths of segments (pairs of points). Thus
we introduce two functions:

III2∀A B C D E F : Point,

AB ∼= CD → AB ∼= EF → CD ∼= EF

L+(s : Segment) : Length

L−(d : Length) : {s : Segment |L+(s) = d}

Axiom III3. On the line x let AB and BC be two seg-
ments which except for B have no point in common.
Furthermore, on the same or of another line y let A′B′

and B′C′ be two segments which except for B′ also have
no point in common. In that case, if AB ∼= A′B′ and
BC ∼= B′C′, then AC ∼= A′C′.

Axiom 9 (Concentric circles and rays). Consider two
concentric circles and two rays originating from the cen-
ter of the circles O. Let points A and A′ lie on one of
the circles, and points B and B′ on another. If in this
case the point A lies on one of the rays between the
points O and B, and points A′ and B′ on another ray,
then the point A′ lies between the points O and B′ and
the lengths of the segments AB and A′B′ are equal.

III3∀A B C A′ B′C′ : Point,

[A 8 B 8 C ]→ [A′ 8 B′ 8 C′ ]→
→ AB ∼= A′B′ → BC ∼= B′C′ → AC ∼= A′C′

A9∀O A A′ B B′ : Point,

[O 8 A 8 B ]→ [O 8 A′B′ ]→ JOAK=JOA′K→
→ JOBK=JOB′K→ [O 8 A′ 8 B′ ] ∧ JABK=JA′B′K

This axiom is implicit in Hilbert’s system of axioms
since he defines segment as a set of two distinct points.

Axiom 3. The length of the segment does not depend
on the order of its endpoints.

III0∀A B : Point, AB ∼= BA
A3∀A B : Point, JABK=JBAK

Null segments are not defined in Hilbert’s system of
axioms.

Axiom 2 (Null segments). The lengths of all null seg-
ments are equal to each other. Any segment whose
length is equal to the length of some null segment is
itself a null segment.

A2∀A B C : Point, JABK=JCCK ←→ A = B

Table 5: Group IIIa: Axioms of segment congruence.
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Axiom III4 a). If ∠ABC is an angle and if
−−→
B′A′ is a

ray, then there exists a ray
−−→
B′C′ on given side of line

B′A′ such that ∠ABC ∼= ∠A′B′C′.

Postulate 12 (Circle-Circle intersection). Draw a
point of intersection of two circles with each other.

III4a∀A B C A′ B′ P : Point, ¬[ABC ]→ ¬[A′B′P ]→
→ ∃C′ : Point, [A′ 8 B′ |PC′ ] ∧∠ABC ∼= ∠A′B′C′

P12∀O A BO′ A′ B′ P : Point, ¬[OO′P ]→
→ [A 8 A′ 8 B 8 B′ ]→ [A– O– B ]→ [A′– O′– B′ ]→
→ {Q : Point | [O 8O′ |PQ ] ∧

∧ JOQK=JOAK∧ JO′QK=JO′A′K}

Axiom III4 b). There exists not more then one angle
from the same ray in the same half-plane.

Axiom 6 (Unique angles). Given two angles initial
sides of which coincide. Then the terminal sides of this
angles coincide iff the angles are equal.III4b∀A B C A′ B′ P C′C′ ′ : Point, ¬[A′B′P ]→

→ ∠ABC ∼= ∠A′B′C′ → ∠ABC ∼= ∠A′B′C′ ′ →
→ [A′ 8 B′ |PC′ ]→ [A′ 8 B′ |PC′ ′ ]→ [B′ 8 C′C′ ′ ]

P6∀ a b c : Ray,

〈〈a · b〉〉= 〈〈a · c〉〉 ←→ b ≈ c

Axiom III4 c). Every angle is congruent to itself, i.e.
∠(a, b) ∼= ∠(b, a) is always true.

Instead of congruence relation we introduce congruence
classes as measures of angles (ordered pairs of rays).
Thus we introduce two functions:

III4c∀ a b : Ray,

∠(ab) ∼= ∠(ab)

M+(A : Angle) : Measure

M−(α : Measure) : {A : Angle |M+(A) = α}

Axiom III5. If for two triangles 4ABC and 4A′B′C′

the congruences AB ∼= A′B′ , AC ∼= A′C′ and ∠BAC ∼=
∠B′A′C′ hold, then the congruence ∠ABC ∼= ∠A′B′C′

is also satisfied.

Axiom 10* (Triangle congruence). Let two sides of
one triangle be equal respectively to two sides of another
triangle. Then the third sides of these triangles will be
equal, iff the angles opposite to them are equal.

III5∀A B C A′ B′C′ : Point, ¬[ABC ]→ ¬[A′B′C′ ]→
→ AB ∼= A′B′ → AC ∼= A′C′ → ∠BAC ∼= ∠B′A′C′ →
→ ∠ABC ∼= ∠A′B′C′

A10∗∀A B C D E F : Point, ¬[ABC ]→ ¬[DEF ]→
→ JABK=JDEK→ JBCK=JEFK→
→ 〈〈ABC〉〉= 〈〈DEF〉〉 ←→ JCAK=JFDK

This axiom is implicit in Hilbert’s system of axioms
since he defines angles as a set of two distinct rays.

Axiom 7 (Explementary angles). If two angles are
equal, then their explementary angles are also equal.

III0∀ a b : Ray,∠(ab) ∼= ∠(ba)
A7∀ a b c d : Ray, 〈〈a · b〉〉= 〈〈c · d〉〉 → 〈〈b · a〉〉= 〈〈d · c〉〉

Null angles are not defined in Hilbert’s system of ax-
ioms.

Axiom 4 (Null angles). All null angles on the plane
are equal to each other.

A4∀ a b : Ray, 〈〈a · a〉〉= 〈〈b · b〉〉

Straight angles are not defined in Hilbert’s system of
axioms.

Axiom 5 (Straight angles). All straight angles on the
plane are equal to each other.

A5∀ a b : Ray, 〈〈a · a∗ 〉〉= 〈〈b · b∗ 〉〉

Orientation of angles is not defined in Hilbert’s system
of axioms.

Axiom 8 (Angles orientation). Given two flags. If an-
gular measures of corresponding angles are equal, then
orientations of these flags should also be equal.

A8∀X Y : Flag, 〈〈X0 · X1 〉〉= 〈〈Y0 ·Y1 〉〉 → O+(X) = O+(Y)

Table 6: Group IIIb: Axioms of angle congruence.
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Conclusion

I would like to thank Andrei Rodin for interesting discussions
on Euclid’s methods and for providing valuable feedback on this
article.

Despite the fact that our approach is completely based on the
CoC as it was implemented in Coq, it is worth noting that other
logics are also possible, which describe the constructive-deductive
method of Euclid equally well. One such approach, called QHC
logic, was recently proposed by Sergey Melikhov [4]. I would like
to thank Lev Beklemishev, Stepan Kuznetsov and Sergey Me-
likhov, who helped me understand the broader logical framework
for the proposed constructive-deductive method in geometry.

I am also grateful to Andrei Rodin, Julien Narboux and Yves
Bertot for drawing my attention to references [15, 16, 17, 18] on
recent development in the field.
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